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TEACHERS WILL NOT BE ELECTEOP AIMS LEE TOOK,CARRY THE CASE
TO NICHES T COURT




S. H. JEWELL AND SAMUEL
SPENCER EACH FILED SUIT
AGAINST STREET CAR
COMPANY.
George N. Drewry Instituted Action
Against Henry Dunlap to Set-
tle the Property Estate
of Enders.
The attorne,ps. for the creditors in
the Mose Schwab bankruptcy case
are preparing to carry to the circuit
court of appeals for the United
States court at Cincinnati the de-
cision of Judge Walter Evans of the
federal court at Louisville, the lat-
ter's opinion confirming Referee Bag-
by's decision in the local bankrupt
court, wherein the referee allowed
the $2.600 claim of Schwab's wife.
sod also decided that Schwab had
properly accounted for the $10.000
his creditors' claim be has not. The
litigation is t bitter one and looks as
if it wilr be carried to the highest
cenirts in the land.
Suit for Math.
T Spann. administrator of Mat-
tie Averite filed suit against the !Hi-
nois Central railroad yesterday for
' $anoo damages on account of Mattie
Averites death. June 14th, Kan the
• lady was struck by a train at a cros-
sing of the raitway in the county,
and died from the injuries.
Partnership Settlement
John S. Simmers. rhe steamboat
man, yesterday filed suit in the cir-
cuit court against his business part-
ner, Arthur A. Peck, asking the court
to select a receiver to wind up their
affairs They have been operating
the steamer Ifenerieeta and others,
and 'being unable to agree, have ask-
ed the court to genie things. In
asking for the receiver, Summers got
the court to issue an order prohibit-
ing Peck from drawing on the firm's
SAD JOURNEY
HOMEWARD
Remains of Mr. William
Winston Brought Here
Yesterday
SERVICES HELD LAST EVENING
BODY WILL THIS MORNING
BE TAKEN TO FORMER
HOME IN DRESDEN,
TENN., FOR BURIAL.
Mr. Winston Was Out in the Lake
With Leslie Hale, When Boat
Capsized, and He Went
Down.
Yesterday morningobout to o'clock
iihe remains of Mr. William Winston
ere brought here from Bayou Mills,
where he was drowned, and taken to
the Paducah Undertaking estabiish-
mere on South Third street, and
prepared for interment. Later in the.
day the body was transferred to the
residence at 1130 Jefferson streets,
ethers last evening at 8 o'clock the
finneral. services were conducted by
Rev. W. H. Pinkerton of the
tairietian church. The members of
Plain City Lodge No. aag, F. and A.
M. attended in a body and held the
deceased having affiliatedwith this
secret order. This morning at 3:45
o'clock the corpse will be, taken to
their former home in Dresden, Tenn.,
for interment. The Dresden M.asonic
lodge has been telegraphed by the
Paducah order to met the remains
and give the Masonic burial. .
Details of the drowning were not
received here until arrival of the re-
mains yesterday as the lake where
the accident occurred was several
miles from the telephone exchange at
Birdsville, from whence the first in-
formation came of the drowning. It
divelops that those in the party
were Mr. Winston, Messrs. Herbert
Martin and J. W. Worrell of Padu-
cah, Dr. John T. Reynolds and Mr.
Leslie Hale of Greetiville, Ky., and
ser ral gentlemen who joined the
others at the mill. The drowning oc-
cured in Chipp'e lake, which is the
largest of the chain of pools around
the mill.
account in the Globe Bank and Trust About s:e0 o'clock Messrs. Hale
Company, or in anyway interfering and Winston got on a metal, doubk
With the business of the concern. bowed hunting beset, about 3oo yards
This prohibitive order it effective from the others. Messrs. Hale and
until next Monday when the. court Winston had gotten about forty feet
hears evidence looking towards mak- from bank, Hale using the paddle,
inn it Permanent- StmvniellLWaS "I when suddenly the frail craft
quire() to give $5,000 bond to insure careened to one side, and commenced
anything that may arise. . filling rapidly. Finally it sank from
••••••••/../ sight and left the two fishermen
Wants Divorce.
Clohn Kirk filed suit for divorce 
daring in the viliber• Mt Hale
asked Mr. Winston if he could
'against Addle Kirk on the ground swim. and the latter replying h:
that stlie Nyco in open adultery withLen xintde. itirfc married his wife could not, Hale grabbed the paddle,
and having Young Winston to catch
during SepteMiheir teoa, and 5he the other end, started swimming to-
left lam durin 'pos. wards shore pulling Mr. Winston
Set to Settee. 
along behind him. Fear overcoming
,Gerprar Drewry filed suit against Mr. Winston he stru
ggled with the
paddle which he finally pulled from
Henry Donley and others for sale (of
property left. w.9septren Enders, so the
 hands, of Hale, and sank from
the proceeds can be distributed 
sight, Hale being unable to offer
among the heirs. 
further assistance on account of ex-
haustion, but swam to the bank and
Two Accident Snits. had to catc
h the overhanging willow
S. H Jewell and Sett_nnel  asencer
each filed suit for $2,6to damages
against the street railway company.
They were driving .Omig 'Tenth and
Trirdble streets during April when
a paesting car struck their vehicle
and threw them out, painfully in-
juring both.
Breaches of the Peace.
Jusitice Charles Emery yesterday
issued warrants against Charles Mc-
Fall and Will Harrington, two
giant), boaters, charging them vieo
engaging in a fight. They reside
near the I. Ce incline on the North
Side of town. The case will be tried
this morning at .9 o'cltxic.
The same Justice ;trued warrant
against glohn Penn, colored, (+amino
tsirn with whipping the cook at the
George W. Robertson home on
Broadway near Ninth street.
--
Property sr.
D. Husbands tin 'T..aura Man-
uel- sold to John and *folly Twain
for $320 property at FodtthiSind *-
tacky avenue.
Licensed to Wed.
The clerk issued a marriage lic-
ense to Dr. Vernon Blythe, aged ast,
and Fletierietta Rbger, aged 23, of
fhb city. 
• company,
boughs to prevent from depvvine t
himielf.
Dr. Thompson, one of the party,
was across the lake bailing out his
boat that was half filled with water,
and seeing the dilemma into which
Hale and Winston were thrown,
shoved his half submerged boat out
to hurry across and assist them. Too
notch water was in his skiff, how-
ever, and it quickly sank, leaving
Thompson in (he lake to swim to
shore.
work hi searching for the body, mak-
ing grapple hooks of some large
fishing hooks. They found the corpse
in about ao tttinutes near where it
te4 aeti ,pulling it ashore, ' worked
kr two hours at resuscitation, but
Ilife was entireslr extinct and revival
impossible. By this time there ar-
rived Dr. Chips, who was , quickly
sent for, but he came too late.
Messrs. Martin and Hale came
down with the body yesterday tnord-
ing on tije 'steamer Royal, while the
others iliSme today, now being there
packing their camping n
The steamer Henrietta has arrived
from the Caseyville mines with a tow
of coal for the West Ke7cky Coal
r Trimo
UNTIL NIGHT OF JUNE IIIRTEENTH
SCHOOL BOARD DECIDED THIS LAST MIG
HT BECAUSE OF





ERCISES THIS AFTERNOON AND E
VENING—GENERAL
SCHOOL MAT'ERS OF ITEREST.
The school board did not elect the
publipsect3iool teachers during 
theu
reglar nrhly session last evening
in tireWashington building on 
West
Broadway on account of the abs
ence
of two of the trustees, Byrd 
and
Morris, and also Superintendent
bob, Who was detained because 
of
an atack of mitimphs and fever at
his home on 'Jefferson near 
Twelfth
street. Member Henry Gallman 
was
absent when this decision, not 
to
elect, was passed on but came in
beofre adjournment, bat 
the
board, concluding that. there was 
too
many absentees, decided to let 
the
elections go over until the night o
f
June 13th, which is one week fro
m
this evening, when the se
lections
wi'l be made.
Wlhen the election question 
was
reached Chairman Troutsnan of th
e
committee that makes out the list,
stated that they had not yet fixe
d
the salaries, and, that, as 
several
of the trustees and the superin
tend-
et were absent, he moved nothin
g
be done' in this respect until a 
called
session could be had one week fro
m
tonight. This carried-by an 
unani-
mous vote.
On account of the superintendents
absence, the monthly report of the
schools for May, and the an
nual
statement, was not presented, but
will be when he recovers and is abl
e
to participate in the gatherings.
Chairman Dist of the finance com-
mittee made the May monthly r
e-
port of money matters which showed
that May 1st., there was $2,389.10 in
the treasury, $. was received that
month for tuition, $11,500 was bor-
rowed, $5,411.95 was paid out, leav-
ing a balance June 1st of $8,414.65.
The payroll of $2,94.17 was al-
lowed, while the miscellaneous bills
amounted to $114.81.
Supt. Fred Hoyer of buildings,
represented his monthly report, show-
ing the amount of work done at each
school. It was filed.
Chairman Walston of the com-
mencement committee, informed the
trustees that he had rented the opera
house this year for $75 for each
night of the commencement, making
a total of jtso for both evenings.
Last year the board rented the
playhouse upon a commission basis,
the management to get a certain per
cent of the proceeds, but it is her
lieved the schools will make more.
money this year upon the "flat rate"
than by the commission policy.
Secretary Pitcher notified the board
that Judge Lightfoot had in the
quarterly court decided in favor of
defendant the suit of David L. Van
Win against Miss Emma Morgan,
one of the school teachers. Van
Cunt' sued for money claimed due
on account, and attached $65 of Miss
Morgan's salary in hands of the
trustees. By the judge's decision the
money wan ordered, released and pale(
over. to the teacher.
M. It Gallagher informed the
t-ustees that by mistake the school
board had fenced in two feet of hie
property on South Sixth street. H,
wants the fencing removed, and in
IT to see Ti sR-Thi-Tid-Riice
rightfully his, the trustees *referred
it to the proper committee to have
City Engineer Washington survey
the grounds, Ad se just what is thc
status of affairs.
Seniors Receptionk.
The sophomore and junior classes
of the high ,school entertained the
senior class in the auditorium of the
Washington building last evening,
.and the gathering was attended by
the trustees in a body after the
letter's meeting adjourned.
There were several hundred ,peo-
pie in attendance and it was one of
the most delightful and truly enter-
taining receptions ever conducted at
the building. Many excellent feat-
ures were- upon the programme, and
several happy hours were consumed.
Class Ceremonies.
Today and this evening at the audi-
torium the graduates hold their
"Class Day" ceremonies, the pro.
gramme for this afternoon being;
Address to Juniors, by Consandra
Ware
Response by a junior.
Qrition by Thomas Wooldridge.
)/oeal Solo by Miss Florence
Weaver.
Auction by Miss Marry Bondurant.
Advice to Seniors, by Miss Emma
Meyer.
thus Poem, by Miss Nellie Schwab.
Chorus, by school class.
Tonight at the same place the
outline is as follows:
Class Song.
Class History, by Miss Marie Wil-
cox.
Piano Solo by Miss Blanche
Mooney.
A iLetter from Europe to years
Hence, by Miss Inez Bell.
rim.. Wirt. by Misses Ella Wilhelm
ea Mary Bondurant.
Primentation of„, class spade to Bell
Nichols, junior, by\ Will • Bell,
Clihis Prophet, by 'Miss Louise. Janes.
Qiiiittilte, by members of high
hool class.
I:Veit/ell to Faculty, by Miss Ella
Wilhehn.
Piano Solo, by Miss Edna Eades.
Address from the president, by Miss
nessie Feytnour.
Class Will, by Cora Richardson.
Solo, by Miss Carrie Ham.
Emuntnation Close.
This 4fternoon the examinations
close and the children all depart
from school to return Friday and
'receive their cards, which state
whether they go to the next high-
est grade, remain where they are, or
step down to the grade next lowest.
It takes from this afternoon until
Friday for the teachers and prin-
cipals to finish going over the papers
containing the. students' answers to
tke questions propounded them dur-
ing the examination, and in this man-
ner there is arrived at the percent-
age made by the scholars in their
studies. After procuring their cards,
the boys and girls are then released
for the vocation period which lasts
until the second Monday in next
September. The instructors believe
the promotions will be unusually
large this term, as the students have
been kee i very close and lip with
their books.
Closing Exercises.
Tomorrow night at The Kentucky
(Continued on Page Eight.)
Plot To Kill Roosvelt, Emperor
William, Enip—eror Nicholas
and Also King Alphonso
Washington, D. C., June 5
.—Secret
service officers are g
uarding the per-
ton of the president 'with 
extraordin-
ary care and will continue to d
o so
for several months.
The season of these unusual pre-
cautions is the alleged discovery of
ii'anarchistic plot to take the life
of the president, Kaiser Wilhelm,
King Edward and the Czar. The at-
tempt on the life of Knig Alfonso
last week is said to have been part
of this general plot.
Secret service men lip now work-
ing in Wilmington, D-tig„ and Pates-
a.
son, N. J., trying to locate the gang
of anarchists which is said to have
hatched the plot. The secret ser-
vice men have traced the anarchists
from Baltimore to the Delewarc and
Jersey City deppt where trace of
them has been lost.
Secret service agents say that
there is nothing more difficult to un-
earth than an anarchistic plot as the
plotters are invariably Italians vrho
can it'de themselves so readily in the
dives of the cities. An attempt upon
the life of the president is the first
Overt act which cornea to the atten-
fion of the detectives..




Seeks Aid From Chief
SAYS LEE IS A MURDERER




Will Blanchard Mims That Some-
one Robbed Him of 835 While
Ile Lay Asleep--Many Other
Thefts.
Yesterday Henry Bradshaw, color-
ed reported to Chief James Collins
of the police force that the darks
wife had run away with Dallas Lee,
colored, and gone to Cairo, at which
place Bradshaw last heard of them.
lle also volunteered to the chief the
information that eleven years ago
Lee killed a man down in Nlississ-
'Qui, and Ind confided the fact to
Bradshaw.
The police could do nothing for
him about Leo going off . with his
wife, unless Bradshaw could get out
warrants charging misconduct on
thei part. As regards the killing
feature this is being investigated by
she authorities and if it develops that
Let did commit the murder he will
be brought back here.
Stolen Harness Recovered.-
Yesterday Dairyman Henry Cole-
man of the county, was driving down
Jefferson street when a negro ap•
proached with a set of harness, and.
claiming it belonged to him, offered
to sell it. After talking the question
over Coleman gave the darky $3 for
the harness, which was dumped over
Into the vehicle of the dairyman
who drove on .clown into the city
with it. The negro rode several
blocks and finality left Coleman.
'Shortly after that M. MI TtICIOCT of
toil Harrison street reported to the
authorities that someone had stolen
his set of harness from the stable be-
hind his borne. The officers started
out looking for the harness and hear-
ing of the theft, Coleman drove to
the City Hail to have that which he
bought from the unknown darky ex-
amined. It proved to be the stofea
act and he turned it osier to Tucker.
The officers have not yet succeeded
in capturing the thief. who was very
bold, Tucker claiming the set was
taken about breakfast time this morn-
ing.
Claims He Was Robbed.
Will Blanchard, white, was found
out on Caldwell street yesterday by
Officer Hurley who locked hint up
on the charge of being +nark
 anti
disorderly.
Blanchard was running around
with an open knife in eis hand and
claimed that while he lay asleep on
the commons some stranger came up
and robbed trine of $35. Blanchard
awoke about this time-and chased




GIRL AT it:so LAST NIGHT, IS
CAUGHT AT 2:30, AND MOB IS
AT JAIL
Mound City, T11., June 6.-2:3•3 a.m.
—Amos Simpson, a negro, accused of
criminally assaulting Miss tufa
Bond, at ii :y last night, has just
been caught and landed in Jail. A mob
is forming—
(NOTE—The above came over
long distance 'phone. The wires
worked very ptorly, and only- the
bare details were learned. The con-
nections broke before message was
complete—Night Ed..),
--Viola Kelly, colored, died last
night of consumption at 1142 Clay
street. She was as years of age and








MRS. ETHEL WATTS MUMFORD
AND MR. I. GRANT MARRY
LAST OF THIS WEEK
IN NEW YORK.
The School Class of Mrs. Katie Do-
rian Gives Picnic Over at Illi-
nois Lakes Today—Other
Entertaining.
Last evning at .8:so O'clock the .
Broadway Methodist chamch present-
ed a beautiful scene...for the Koger-
Blythe nturtials, which, were very ele-
gant and witnessed by a large and
fashionable assemblage of adrtaring
friends.
The interiok of ilhe edifice was
beautifully decorated with ever-
Ltarns, and especially around the
chancel where many artistic designs
were arranged in a most charming
manner.
Promptly, at the appointed hour the
bridal party entered and formed an
attractive picture, on which fell many
acirtir:ong eyes as they passed op to
the chancel, where stood Rev. M. E.
Chappell, the Cumberland Presby-
terian minister pf Princeton, who
formerly had charge of the C. P.
church here.
White satin gown, made princess
and trimmed with lace, was worn by
the handsome and cultured bride,
with large orange blossoms catching
her bridal veil, and boquet of lilies-
of-the-valley and bridal rases. White
silk nets over white silk and trim-
med with pink roses, adorned the
maid of honor, while white radium
'silk was worn by the bridesmaids,
who carried shower boquets of pink
sweet peas.
Miss Mai Aid*. of Washington,
D. C., the maid of honor and the
bridesmaid...weak Miss Ann Rhea, of
Nashville, Tenn., Miss Frances Har-
em, of Nashville; Mies arie 
Scovel.
of Jacksonville, Fla.; Min M
abel
Wake, o4,$ome, Ga. i Miss Martha
Davis and Milt Ruth Weil.
The best .erian was Mlr. Arthur Y.
Miirtin and the groomsmen 
Mr.
David Koger. Mr.. Edward Br
ing-
burst, Mr. Edson Hart, Mr. 
Dow
Wilcox, Mr Colbourt Rieke, 
Dr. J.•
B. Howell and )r. Frank 
Bourne.
After the wedding Mr. and 
Mrs.
Blythe entertained a few 
invited
friends with a bridal reception at the
Koger home on Jefferson 
near
Seventh street. This morning th
e
couple leave for their wedding tri
p,
to return the last of this month an
d
make their home at the bride's 
resi-
dence.
The contracting parties are among
the city's most prominent and h
igh-
ly esteemed young people, the brid
e
being a Paducah girl, endowed wit
h
unusual beauty and graces, whic
h
combined with her culture and ac-
complishments, make her one of the
most favored society devotees. She
is the only daghter of Captain and
es Koner. 
Dr. Blythe stands ptesetninent 
as
a rising practitioner ana is one of
the best liked and most congenial
young men of the entire community.
Quite a number of out-of-town
guests were here for the nuptials.
Marry In New York.
Word from New York City is that
the last of this week there will be
united in marriage Mrs Ethel Watts
Mumford and Mr. I. Greet, former
the well known authoress, and latte
r
the writer and playwright.
Mrs. Mlumford is well remembered




This morning at to o'clotle Mrs.
W. Armour Gardner wilr entertai
n




This afternoon the class of
Katie Dorian's school will Rive a
picnic over at the Illinois la














Different Representatives of Elec-
trical H-ouses Will Be Here to
Submit Figures.
Mr. Edgar, of the Fort Wayne
electric company of Cincinnati, is in
the city on business connected with
the proposed enlargement of the
public lightingpowerhouse. His firm
supplies all kind of electrical ma-
shinery, and he will appear before
the board of public works this after-
noon and quote them figures on ths
plans gotten up by -Mir. John W.
Holmes, the expert engineer em-
ployed by the municipality to pre-
pare for the enlargement.
He was here several months ago
and submitted specifications to the
board of works for the additional
machinery then considered, but now
that the authorities have changed
their mind in many respects, he
comes hack again.
Before the contract is let for the
machinery bids will be gotten from
the different supply houses, in order
to get the best propositions possible,
low figures being -obtained in this
manner. Representatives of the other
houses will arrive here just as soon




Girl Who Swallowed Jewel Won't be
Cut Open Unless Prosecution
is Dropped.
Omaha, Neb., June 5—Mae Thomas
will not undergo a sergical operation
for the removal of the Ur diamond
belonging to Combs, the jeweler,
which she swallowed two weeks ago.
Doctor Henry, one of the best-
known surgeons in Omaha, had mule
-all arrangements to perform the ope-
ration today, but when Mae Thomas
found that County Attorney Sla;
bough would not promise her im-
munity from prosecution on the
charge of stealing the diamond, she
-declared she would not go on the
operating table.
The yening woman was arraigned
in court Monday on the charge of
grand 'larceny, and inasmuch as she
has repeated/y confessed that she
stole and swallowed the diamond, her
conviction .and sentence to a term
in the penitentiary will follow as a
matter of course.
General Baptist Association inch-
mond, Kentucky.
• .
On dement of the General Assocta-
tion of Kentucky Baptists, the South-
ern railway will sell excursion tickets
from stations .on its line in Kentucky
to Richmond -on June est:and as eiith
final return limit of July 5th, tee*,
at a rate of one fare plus 25 cents
for the :round trip. The Southern
Railway has tan• trains Many for
Richmond, in connection with the L.
.& N. Railroad from Versailles. It
is expected that all o'rt the Baptist
elelegates will leave Louisville at 3:30
P. m. June abtli, reaching 'Richmond
at 8:05 p. wi. oaiw date.
If desired this train can 'be taken
at Fourth avenue at 3:50 p. m. This
party will be joined by Baptists from
s Shelbyville, Lawrenreburg and other
points en route. it is expected that
. the party will 'he sstilficiently 'large so
that arrangements can he made to
run coaches tlwough from Louisville
to Richmond without change. "This
train leaving Louisville at 3:3o p. In.
is a daily train. -Morning train *leaves
Louisville at 6:30 a. at. (-lady renetting






Mr. John Lagomarsino Has Gone to
Italy, While L. A. Lagomarsino
Is Gathering Up Documents.
Mr. Louis A. Lagomaraino has
gone to Holly Springs, Miss., Shef-
field, Ala., and other places, gather-
ing up documents necessary before
he and °there can claim property they
found left by their father in Italy.
The elder Mr. Lagomarsino of
Sheffield, and sons and daughters of
Italy have just discovered the fact
that the father owned several pieces
of very valuable property in the old
country, but about possession of
which the heirs are just now learning.
Mr. John ILagomarsino has gone to
Italy to see about it, while Mr. Louis
Lagomarsino is visiting different
places getting tirl copies of certain
public documents that have bearings
on the property and claimancy. The
property is said to be worth some
thousands of dollars.
Mr. Lagomarsino of here is direc-
tor general of the spring carnival as-
sociation, and as soon as he returns
from the South, the officers of the
association will be called together by
him, in order to wind up the busi-
ness incurred by their festival of one
month since. When all the bills are
paid, the promoters will then see
how much teby lost, as the fight put
up against them, together with the
bad weather, coffibined to cause the
failure of the enterprise which here-
tofore was a success.
R. Breckinridge
On Arbitration
Former Minister to Russia Says That
Country Now in Favor of
Policy.
The Delineator
Three Months tor 25 cents
WE WILL ACCEPT TRIAL 'SUBSCRIPTIONS
TO THE DELINEATOR FOR THREE MONTHS
AT 25 CENTS. THESE TRIAL SUBSCRIP-
TIONS MUST BEGIN WITH JULY ISSUE.
L. B. Ogilvie Co.
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
for their own good and for the good
and restraints of both the moral and
the statutory laws of a country. It
is not sufficient that we be honest in
cur methods. We must be hone-st
also in our puropses."
The following is a synopsis of an
address delivered at Lake Mohonk
on the approaching conference on
Insenational Arbitration at the
Hague by Hon. Clifton R. Breckin-
ridge, former United States minister
to Russia.
"We have much reason to be grati-
fied at the progress which has been
made in recent years toward the hon-
orable and peacefirl settlement of in-
ternational disputes by arbitration.
When I had the honor to represent
Our country to Rtneela, some i‘en
years ago, it was even then almost
the blown. I may say, of that great
and friendly power that they never
submitted a question to settlemeat
by. arbitration. Now Russia has defi-
nitely aligned herself with the friends
of this wise and beneficient policy_
°This and many other features of a
similar natere afford encturagement
to all who have at heart the advance-
ment of this great and good cause.
Much Remains to be Done.
"But, while much has been done.
yet much remeins to be done; an.1
we have .till to inquire how best we
can widen the acceptance of this doc-
trine and extend the scope•of its ap-
plication.
"In this ;connection 11 seems to rue
that a mead instructive lesson can be
girawn front ciitrr own political organi-
zation and experience. We are, in a
sense, but at .league of nations, a re-
public of reeniblics; all indissolublY
onion, it is true, but composed of
separate states whose sosercignt,v in
their appointed !sphere we careiully
guard and costs ertve.
'The great :aebiter .of oar disputes
is the supreme: .court of the United
.S.•tates. For more than a hundred
years this augnot bolts, has been the
shest anchor, not only of tke union.
FOR RENT.
Buildings Nos. 296 and oo8 Broad-
way. Will impitsne to order for







'Central City, Icy., stifle 5,—aers.
Geo. Whitehouse, livTng near Bevier,
a village three miles distant from
here on the L. Sr. N. railroad in the
direction of Russellville, was crimi-
nally assaulted 'Saturday by Harrison
Alexander, a negro eighteen years
old, of this place, at the old camp-
meeting ground on the road between
Central City and Bevier. The negro
was arrested here at the carnival
Saturday night. Ms. Whitehouse is
feeble-minded. Joe Doolan, another
negro, was arrested at the same time
as was Alexander, but the former
claims that he fought the latter in
defense of the woman, and this
story is corroborated by Mrs...White-
house. Alexander claims that both
negreies were guilts). She was at-
tacked in the public road and pulled
seventy yards to the hr6sh, and after
committing the crime. Alexander en-
deavored to pull her tongue out to
prevent her telling. The affair was
kept extremely quiet, there being
danger of mob violence by the un-
usually large crowd assembled on the
street attending the carnival, only
the officers learning the details.
The negro has been taken to the
county jail at Greenville, and the
officers will watch for any evidence
of mob violence and place an extra
guard about the jail. This is not the
Crst time the Alexander negro has
been in 'trouble, and it is feared he
will have serious trouble this time.
The woman k in a critical condition.
Low Rates to the Home Coming.
On account of the Home Coming
for Kentucky, Louisville,. Ky., the
southern Railway will ;sell ticket:
from all of its stations to Louisville
at rate of one first class fare • ,plus
twenty-five cents for. the round trip
on June it. 12 and 13, with return
liniit of June 23. 1906. An extension
of this limit -may be olitaineilio leave
isentsVille not later than thirty days
from .flate Of sale, by depositing
ticket with the joint agent and mak-
ing payment of fifty cent fee.
An elaborate programme has been
arranged and the occasion will prove
exceeilingly interesting eine to all
Kentnekians. A number of special
trains have been arranged for from
St. Louis, Kansas City, Denver, Tex-
as a r port
southwest and southeast and a large
number of rex-Kentuckians wnl -return
to their -native state to visit old
'friends and -relatives Home Corning
will be held at a number of points
throughout The state. In order to
enable those vt01 desire to *Wrid
those celebrations, tickets will be sold
from LottieviMe to points in Ken-
tucky on June t6. 17 awl 18, to origi-
nal purchasers of round trip tickets
to Louisville ehreount of the Home
Coming, at rate of one first class
fare Ous twenty-five cents round
ttip, mistimuris fifty cents, with' return
limit of July 23, 1906.
For schedule and additional infor-
mation, call on any agent of the
Southern Railway or
C. H. HUNGERECOND,
D. P. A., 234 Fourth awe,
• Louisville, Ky.
born and other poiets in the western
part of the state will also join the
party leaving Louisville on the z6rh
Tickets and additional /*formation
can be seemed by calling .ene
A. R. Cook, C. P. fie T. A., 2.14
Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky..
C. H. Hungerford, I). P. A.,
Fourth avenue./Louisville, got,
4 Or any agent of the Southera Rail-
way.




Burlington, Iowa, June 5. -Judge
Withrow has decided the case of the
New York Life Insurance against
Chittenden Eastman, holding that
the plaintiff can not recover money
esatel on the supposed death of Wit.
e 
liam Jarvis. who disappeared•in r8o7h •
and reappeared alive in nos. The
bitcourt holds that the man had been
declared legally dead after seven




similar and permanent "body .of illus-
trious men sit and command •in some
like manner the reverential ohndienee
if natiops?
State of Public Mind.
This leeds me so oferve, Mr.
'President, that it is not alone t• the
euperstrueture that We X4 nSt look,
234 however, scise and excellent may be
'is material, perfect its organization,
or adaptive do the attainment of ehe
ends in view. We must consider al-
esays the character and state of ma-
turity of the peddle mind, for the sett-
timente and ideals of the people will
Recover laser.
Ma Si 
-prove to be the chief support and in-
n nce - spiration of any tribunal that may be
established, as they are, indeed, the
chief factors in shaping the institn-
t:ons and policies of every country.
, "It is not enough of itself, nor
would it he aproved by us, to urge
simply the proposition that arbitra-
tion pays. No people are so base as
consciously to barter thek'honor for
mhterial gain. We need to teach that
forbearance is a virtue, a mark of
strength and not weakness, and that
eeople•and nations, acting in the high
'here of their sovereign discretion
:in power, are, or ought to be, cinder
ity mopoprt theif self-
imposed bond of the moral
uii
knocks it de
kanuac.r. st a snick as gmlixidttalsa yihsi
•11'
.11
"Seems to me you're buying
pretty big bunch of souvenir pos-
tals," said one friend as they met in
a store.
"Yes," said No. Z "I'm going to
take a flying trip through ,,Europe
and want to have them read




There is joy in Old Kentucky,
Where the upland grass is blue,
Where the maids are sweet and win
fling,
Where the hearts of men are true;
There is joy in Old Kentucky
When the daylight turns to gloam,
For her call has filled the heavens
And her sons are coming home
There'll be joy in Old Kentucky,
There'll be many kiss and hug,
There'll be many corncob stoppers
Lifted from the old home jug;
There'll be clean-limbed horses rac-
ing,
There'll be songs and shouts of
glee,
There'll be every sort of gladness
And the liquids will be fre..
—Houston Post.
LABOR NOTES.
The telegraphers' eight-hour law in
Maryland goes, into effect today.
—x—
A number of ministers in Birming
ham, Ala., it is announced, will soon
become members of the iBierningham
Trades Council.
—x—
According to a decision handed
down recently by Justice Bishoff in
the New York supreme court, union
wages must prevail when the city is
an employer.
—x---
It is said that the new movement
to organize the farmers is meeting
with much encottragemen: and that
there are already soci.000 iiiembers in
the southwest.
—x—
Thus far this year the recent
strike at Winnipeg, Mai , has been
the only one in which the Amalga-
mated Association of Street and
Electric Railway Employes of Amer-
ica has engaged.
—x—
The International AssoCiation of
Marble Workers, which has a mem-
bership extending over a large part
of the United States and Canhda
will meet in annual convention next
oeek at Chicago.
—x—
For the past five yeers the trades
and labor assembly of Springfiekl, 0.,
has sustained with great success one
ef the largest University Extension
lectore-centres which is conducted
eider the auspices of the University
of Chicago.
$21,000 FOR $7,000
We are organizing* a syndicate
whereby investors can put in any
amount from $too up and buy 2:1 in-
terest in 43 homes and six extra lots.
The total price is $24,000. The
terms are $7,000 cash and the balance
$20.0 per month It is probable that
'the property will not cost the buf-
ers more than $7,000, as the tenents
will pay the rest, as the gross rents
o $365 pEr month.
homes are within ten minutes walk
from the T. C. R. R. shops. Allow-
ing a loss of $3,000 on account of
sacant houses and. expenses, even
Alien the investment would pay






'Conference Y. M. C. A., and Southern
Conference Y. M. C. A.—Dates o
sale June 7th, 8th and 9th, 19°6, lim-
ited to June 27th, zgo6. Round trip  
rthtf SIS35-
Hot' Springs, Va.—Southern Hard-
ware Jobbers Association and Ameri-
can 1Haravenre Manufacturers Asso-
ciation—Dates of sale June 9th, Toth
and nth, 1906, limit June i9th.
Round trip rate $20.85.
Nashville, Temn.—National Sunday
9chooI Congress and National.B. Y.
P. N. Chataqua (eolored)—Dates of
sale June nth and lath, 1906, limit







"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time. n
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
221 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH. STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY.
AM.
LL IT TNcENTto iwritellor our big IIIMPLIBICYCLETestalomm
•howi1  
HI C inPt.;14. TWIncrt:rlfZeN Dr/ la a t  ;jell':




or on any a•ad V' Serves, until you have receiv 
at
ed our complete recto coital'
Inenes illustrating and descrthing every kind of high-grade and low
toe-Tries, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable =
Palate and wonderful new efface made poceente by selling from factors
direct to rider with DO NI iddlesetn.pcget..
eur amp ORY APPROVAL maks.' a area dffrasil, Pay the PM ght anti
allow 10 Day* Fees Thai and make other liberal terni• wh:ch to °thin
boost Is the world will do. You will Learn everything and get muds vela
able hi formatioo by simply writing me • paslia
We needs /Mbj assof in every lawn and essi (der an opportunity
to make moues be suitable poen teen who apply at owe.
DO NOT Bur A BICYCLE
$8,, 0 rOlICTUI1E-P1100F TIRES ° N L Ysp. SA 0
'1.-7.111
rt Int roduoe 
..p.„0.50 P" Pam.
You a Sample ON II LAIWOMT L
We Will Soil  
Pair for Only OUT f Ili Al
(GASH wri 14 ORDEN twits)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
ii VS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Hundred Timms/ pairs new hi sisal NW Over
t3svonty-Ove Thousand pairs sold last pear.
Nottere the tide* robber treed
"A" and ponotami strips "ii"
sad 'qt.)," also rim strip •qiii"
to prevent rim cutting. This
Wee wiU outlast surly other
asasi.--sorr. imdsTIO sad
RASE WIDIX41.
DEROMPTI/ONI Made in all sizes. /t is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined hinds
with a special quality of rubbec. which never becomes porous and which closes up small punctures
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires have only been pamper, up once or twice lee whole season. They weigh tiontore thee
as ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being given by several layers of thin, specially
prepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Beck" sensation commonly kit when riding nn asphalt
or soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread Which prevents all air from being
immersed out between the tire and the toed thin overcoming •11 suction. The regular pen:, of these
tires is so per pair, but for sdvertising purposes we are making • special fat-tory prier to the rider
of only $110 per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship C01, on approval.
You do not may • cent until you have examised and found them strictly aa represented.
We will allow a coals dientrunt of 5 per cent (thereby making the price 4.55 per pair) if you send
TULL CASH WITH ORDEr. and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one nickel
plated brass hand pump cad :no Sampson metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these metal
puncture closers te be used in muse of intentional knife cots or heavy gashes). Tires to be returned
at OUR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory as examination
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe as in • hank. Ask your Postmaster,
Banker. Express or Freight Agent or the /Ohm of this paper about us. If you order • pair al
these tires, you will find that they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, last longer sod look
finer than any tire you have ever used or seen et any price. We know that you will be so well pleased
that when you want • bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to send us • •onall trial
order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
00ASTER DRAK hu
ilt-up-wheels, saddle" pedals. parts sod repairs, snit-ES, everything In the bicycle line are sold by us at ha:I theassuef
prices charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big SUNDRY catalogue.
D NOT WAIT bicycle orte alispitalr of tlit 
today




wonderful offers we are making. It only costa postal to learn everything. Write it Nt.4.
HEAD CYCLE 00111MY, Dept. D"J L" C MICAH, ILL
Good Morning.!
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line of
Garden Hose, Nozzels, Sprinkling Sled4
I_ II
etc, various grades and various p rices.
Help your neighbor keep down t he dust.
'4 • 1. •


































































.AIDGE SANDERS TOOK $3o UNITED STATE* SENATOR
, 'WORTH OF PUNCHES AT BURTON OF KANSAS CON-
RIGGINS. PERS WITH FRIENDS.
'Walter Fortson Alias "Water Buck-
et" Handed $10 Fine to Remind
Him of His Drunk.
Yesturckty morning in the police
curt Judge Sandiers fined George
Riggins $30 and costs for whipping
-Ibis wife, Linda Riggins, at the San-
Jdereon boardingthouse on North
'Third street wherethe woman resides
and coiaC. Ritigtn3--wrnt- mere- duo
gave her a good pummelling as the
:result of their quarrel, and then after-
wards the judge took $30 worth of
punches at Riggins.
Walter Fortson, colored, was fined
$10 and costs on a breach of the
peace charge. He is the negro
known as "Water Bucket" on ac-
count of his unusually large head,
looking like one of the old Wien
water buckets. He was down about
thsl market 'on *coact street and
Broadway, raising the mischief while
in a drunken condition, when run in
by Officer Cross.
Joe Quin was fined Si and casts
for being drunk.
After That Places Formal Latter in
The Hands of the Governor—No
Surprise at His Act.
The Suday Saloonkeeper and till
Child.
We have no* experienced one Sun-
day of closed saloons .not only with
survival, but with satisfaction, and
surprise, when we recall the defiant
attitude of the majority of the saloon-
keepers. No one pretends there was
a strict observance of the law, and
of the Sunday closini order, but it
was deeply gratifying to see nearly
al! of the better grade of saloons
closed, and so far as appears all of
the joints and barrel houses. For the
'first Sunday in twenty years' resi-
dence in this city, the writer found
the front door saloon loafer conspic-
uous by his absence, aid felt not
afraid of their ribald language to in-
sult the decent woman passerby, and
so if nothing elese were to be accom-
p!ished by Sunday closing more than
the elimination of this vile loafer,
that, indeed, would be ample justifi-
cation. Out not all the men who
frequent saloons on Sunday are vic-
ious. Many of them are young mzn,
just approaching the period of pos-
sible usefulness, who, from environ-
ment and association and pitiful lack
of any moral home training, seek to
emulate the free and easy way of
the professional loafer, and readily
fall into manhood-destroying vices.
vices.
Another thing conspicuous by its
.absence Sunday was the "growler,"
the can rush r." It must have been
a miserable day for that old "cuss"
at home, who could not send his lit-
tle boy or his little girl with clock-
like regularity foe another pitcher of
beer, until he could wind up his (la:.
ith a beating for the child who did
11111 bidding, or, wimps, murder of
the mother who pleaded for her oft-
spring. No greater menace to our
citizenship than this same parent who
forces his often at first timid and
setzring child to go for beer to the
•corner grog shop, there to be insult-
ed by the jibes of the motley crowd
assembled. Mly heart bleeds for the
'little fellow who at first has to be
threatened with a beating before he
will go, but who finally grows stoliell.
.1y complacent. Of him (or often her)
way be said:
'Vice is a monster of such horrid
men
That to be hated needs but to be
seen,
:lint seen too oft, familiar with its
face,
'We first endure, then pity, then em-
brace."
When you know the awful con-
-ditions such children face, do you
wonder at the ever continuing army
-Of jail recruits.
Liquor dealers must obey the law,
no matter if they don't respect it.
'The continued and persistant violater
of Isar-44*d-
Topeka, Kan., June 5.--United
States Senator Jos. R. /Burton of
Ableme, after a conference here Mon-
:day with several close friends, placed
ihis resignation in the hands of Gov.
Hoch.
Senator Burton left his home Sun-
day for Topeka and immediately
epon arrival here went into a secret
iconference with his close friends to
'talk over the situation. These friends
included Baillie P. Waggener of
Atchison, a Democrat, W. P. Hack-
iieY, Geo. Findley and a few others.
As had been his custom since the
charge of irregularities were first
bzought against him, Senator Burton
declined to talk for publication before
gong into the conference yesterday.
However, it had been freely stated
that the senator would place his
resignation in the hands of Gov.
lloch before the day closed, and
when it finally was handed to the
executive no surprise was exhibited
by the state officials and politicians
here.
All Over.
Soon after receiving the resigna-
tion Gov. Hoch sent a telegram to
Vice-President Fairbanks notifying
him as the presiding officer of the
senate of .Senator Burton's resigna-
tion and acceptance.
The resignation was extremely
brief. It said:
"June 4, 1906.—Sir: I hereby re-
sign as a United States senator for
the state of Kansas, to take effect
immediately. Very respectfully,
JOS. R. BURTON.
Excellency, Gov. E. W."To His
Hoch."
Just what Gov. Hoch will do in
the matter of appointing a successor
to Senator Burton is not known.
The friends of Burton wpuld prefer
the selection of David B. Mulvane,
republican national committeeman
from Kansas.
Within a few minutes aftel. he had
received the resignation the governor
called Mulvane into conference.
When the conference was concluded
neither would talk of the situation.
The belief is expressed that Gov.
Hoch will not select a new senator
at present.
MUCH SICKNESS.
Belief That Stench From Hollow on
North Third Causes Ailments.
the South Bend Railway Company.
For two years the union has tried to
compel the railway authorities to
recognize their organization. Now
the union is running twenty auto-
mobiles, which were purchased es-
pecial' for that purpos,e, in the
streess of South Bend in opposition
to the trolley cars.
Matter Louis Townsend, is very
ill with malarial fever at the home of
Captain Louis Pell on Madison be-
tween Thi:d and Fourth streets. The
litt:. fellows fever was 104 degrees
yesterday, and his condition quite
serious.
Mrs. John Bryant, who resides
next door, is ill, but was somewhat
batter last night.
.The back of these homes stands
on the big hollow inside the block
bounded by Third, Fourth, Madison
and Harrison streets, and the belief
is that the great amount of illness
in that neighforhood is caused by the
unhealthy accummulatipn in the gul-
ley, from whence arises a great
stench.
TURNED DOWN SWELL OFFER
Toledo Club Said .to Have Refused
is,000 for Their Indian
Outfielder.
Toledo, 0., June 5 —It is believed
that Jimmy Collins of the Boston
Akericans is the man who made
I'resident Grillo of the Toledo club
an offer of $5,000 for Frank Jude,
the fast right fielder, whom he got
from the Carlisle School of Indians.
astsiteciaott -a—attssenterit- 4reer 
Indianapolis that a bona fide $5,000
cffer had been made him by- a big
league club for the Indian and that
he had refused, as it meant instant
delivery for the player.
PRISON SHAKE-UP.
Several of the Penitentiary Guards
Let Out by the Commissien. —
-care, and the dive-keeper,, and the
corner grocery which sells a pitcher
of beer to children shall stop the
practice not only on Sunday, but




We offer a money making propctal-
tion for an irpdividtral or a syndirate
whereby a $2.4,0oo investment can be
bought for $24,000 investment can be
bought for $7,000 rash and, the bal-
lanee on monthly payments at far ,
less than the rents. This ought* tolid
pay the investor so per cent. Tn-
o terests can be bought from Stoo




Fraternity Bldg. Both Phones 835.
TROOPS ARRIVE AT
OHIO MINES.
No Demonstration When They
March to Camp—Quiet Reigns.
Steubenville, 0., June 5.—Quiet
reigns today at Plum Run, Bradley
and Dillonville and throughout the
coal regions of sub-district No. 5.
The first detachment of militia,
numbering 300 men, reached Dillon-
ville at 6 o'clock and marched at
once to Bradley, tne scene of yes-
terday's conflict. On their way to
tht_tsklita pissed seMal
groups of strikers, but, the latter
made no demonstration.
'GOOD ROADS.
Experiments Being Made Near Jack-
son May Be Visited by
Local Officie.s.
The U. S. government is experi-
n:enting with tar and other composi-
tion on the country 'roads ner Jack-
son, Tenn., in educating the people
over the country upon "Good Roads."
Judge Lightfoot and a committee of
the fiscal court of this county may
gc down sometime next week tit see
how the experiments work.
Word from the branch penitentiary
,t Eddyville is that a number of
changes have been made in the
prison guards by the commissioners
who "let out" six of the old guards
and put eight new ones on. One of
those superseded is MT. Jerry Cor-
bett, formerly of this city, and Mr.
F. L. Dupin, brother of Mr. James
Dupin,,the young newspaper man,
formerly of this city, but now of
Mayfield.
MR. ROSE HERE.
Secretary of State For Illinois Is
Visiting His Daughter.
— —
Cot. James P. Rose of Springfield,
Ill., arrived in the city yesterday
morning and is visiting his daughter
Mrs. James P. Smith of Fifth and
Washington streets. The colonel is
secretary of state for the state of
illinois and well liked by all Padu-
cahans, who cordially greet him oa
each arrival.
"SOUND OF A VOICE
THAT IS STILL."
Hrere is a marvelous coincidence.
some one explain it? asks the
American Farmer. Solon le. Goode
had just written the first page poem
entitled ."Remembrance in this issue
in which there is a tender referenci.
to the memory of his mother, who
eited many years ago. Goode had in-
atructed his artist to represent a
mother with her child bowing at her
knit in evening prayer, in thought
going back to the writer's own child-
hood. The illustrator's sketch ,had
been laid upon Mir. Goode's desk
during a two days' absence, and by
the side of the sketch was deposited
a letter bestring the postmark of De-
troit, May I, 1906. Upon opening the
letter it was found to contain an old
.printed notice of the funeral obse-
quies of Mr. Goode's mother, and
written on a faded and yellow paper
jhgs",Fo rg et Ate, _Noy" The 
peorn was written in his Mother's
hand, and signed by- her, showing a
date of more than forty-five years
ago. It was found among the effects
of a cousin who recently died at De-
troit.
Who cat explain this strange and
touching coincidence, if indeed it be
only a coincidence? The writer had
been thinking much about his mother
and his pen gave utterance to his
thought when be exclaimed:
CO, sainted mother, let me feel
, Thy touch upon my brow."
Miss Ctating—'1 saw you in the
car-on your way from the office last
night."
k Mr. Hogg—"Strange I didn't sec
you."
Miss Cutting—"Not at all. I was
standing just in front of where you
mere sitting."—Philadelphia Pres.
Infuriated Motorist (to Waggoner,
who has made him stop)—"What the
Dickens did you make us stop for?
Your horse is not frightened."
Waggoner—"Naw; she's no fear.
But I just didna want ma new hat
tae be spoilt wi' dust frae your auld
rumbler!"—Punch.
PADUCAH CHAUTAUQUA
Wallace Park June t5-24, 1906
Program:
Friday. June xs.
a—Address of Welcome 
 President John S. Bleecker
2:15—What the Program Commit-
tee Tried to do..Dr. J. R. Coleman
2:30—Outline of Program and plan
of Chatauqua 
Supt. James H. Shaw
2:45—Lecture "Psychology of Fear
and Worry" Dr. Stanley L. Krebs
7:30—Concert 
 Lady Washington Quartet
8—Hurnorous lect ure "The Smile
That Won't Come Off" 
 Mr. Herbert Leon Cope
Saturday, June x6.
Children's Day.
School children of McCracken





 Herbert I.- Cope
4—Concert 
 Lady Washington Quartet
7-30—Concert 
 Lady WaShington...
























  Dr. Krebs
2—"Dixie Before the War" 
 Dr. A. W. Lamar
4—Lecture Recital "The Eternal
Feminine"  Miss Hemenway
7:30—Reading  Mr. Anrsbury
8—Nicholas Nickleby 
 Mr. William Sterling Batt:
S. P. POOL. L. O. STEPHENSON.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.,
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS.




Moved to  315 Broadway
Thursday, June sr.
8:30±Children's Athletics.
9:30—Facts of Spiritualism as Re- '
vealed by Science Dr. Krebs
1o:30—Health Lecture.
a—Oliver Twist.,, .Mr. W. S. Battis
4—Lecture Recital "Dr. Henry Van
Dyke" Miss Hemenway.
7:30_Concert.
8—Science Lecture With Demon-
strations in Liquid Air and
Wireless Telegraphy 




to:30—Jaunts to Haunts of British
Poets, Rydal Mlourst and Words
worth  James H. Shaw
2--Ross Crane, Entertainer,
4—Lecture Recital "James Whit-
7:30—Concert.
come Riley" ... ,chz9as lietnenway.
8—Scient;fic Lecture, Radium 




10:30—Jaunts to Haunts of British
Poets, Brantwood and Ruskin...
  James H. Shaw
2—"A Man Among Mien" 
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA-
-PRP-T-x4-kw--1441"- ?"'""vt ""1-.1"-"T--err77.1ern.
/T WILL PAY YOU TO Tkiia.0.raa•GAll4S WE HAVE TO
OFFER YOU.
Percival Gibbon, the well-known! A picturesque fight is in progress
author, began life as a cabin boy, and at, South Bend, Ind.,. between the
is young yet, with a chance of adding i Amalgamated Associations of Street
M. P. to his name. I Railway Employes of America and
8:30—Children's Physical Culture.
9:30—Health Lecture 
  Prof. U. G. Fletcher
4—Lecture Recital "The Tempest"
Miss Hemenway
to:30—"Five Big Things in Your 
7:30—Concert.
Head"  Or. Krebs 
8—Entertainment, Rosa Crane,
2—"Ballads of Bourbannais" 
Mr. Arnsbury, music. Lady Wash
ingtons.
4—Lecture—Recital "Childhood in
—Poetry" Miss Ruth Hemenway
7:30—Concert ....Lady Washington'
8—Humorous Lecture "The Snolly-
goster in Politics" 






2—"Old Times in Dixie 
  Col, H. W. J. Ham
4—Lecture Recital "The Rise of the
Historical Novel," Reading of "If
I Were King" ..Miss Hemenway.
7:30—Concert ....Lady Washingtons
8—"Rishelieu" 




2—Ad(lress "Lofty Peak i in Ameri-
can Statesirnanship"_—_-............---
Father G. T. Eagell:
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
15c per roll.
..Paper usually sold at ioc we will
sell for
....Paper usually sold at Sc we will
sell at s.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
/12=======t222u2
C. LEE.  315 hat
4-ileS4• Mai I :•-•-.J +m;v4-M34-Mgv4rM;Ni-
h. COULSON,
..1R IMMO.
Steam and Hot Water Heatino.









IndividUal seascht tickets can be
secured from the merchants at $1.50.
The same ticket •at the gate will be
$2.00. By presenting this ticket at
the gate and so cents additional it
will be net& transferable for any
one's use.
Children's tickets, 6 to 12, half
price—under 6 free.
Single admission 25 cents.
Children is cents.
Tents put up ready for use, from
$3.00 up, owing to size. For tents
see Mr. Will Hummel,
EDGAR W. WHITITMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ESTAvrIca. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM), BAIN
MONTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
EENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.




Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler- I
Campbell Block.




OFFICE PHONE 484-a RESIDENCE PHONE 3s3.
Mattil, Efingera Co.
Undertakers and Enibahners, 1
i
130 S. THIRD STREET; PADUCAH, KY.
'ME REGIS FER The Saloon
In Politics
JAMES E. WILHELM President'
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.




At Register Bundint 523 Broadway.
Entered aV the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
I
One Year 
gix months  2.50 i
Three Months  I-2S
One Week   .10
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 3:8.
Wednesday Morning, June 6, r906.
.. Rockefeller and the Law.
It i-s rather remarkable that erten
like Rockefeller can sec so harm in
their methods of doing business. At
least nienty-five per tent of the peo-
ple regard the methods of the Stand-
ard Oil monopoly not only dishon-
est and criminal, lint ekvilish too.
That company has not only crushed
out sonapetitorllisp. dishonest meth-
ods, and de6ed the taws like a com-
move eriminal, but it has promulgated
ficleas tbat Save been adopued by
other oven and put into practice until
the very safety of the republic is
seriously ?viten:e.t.d.
The law of the land was the rul-
ing force in our government until
the ttandard Oil, with its ill gotten
millions, has made the dollar su-
preme, by giving it the power to
overturn all laws. If there is not a
hot skillet in the lower regions for
the =en who are responslible for
such conditions, then we are some-
what off in our ideas as to what is
likely to occur in the world to come.
Rockefeller is something of a hypo-
erille and the fiesBowing from the
Nashville Banner makes it very' clear
in say'ng;
Mr. John D. Rockefeller, just be-
fore leaving for Europe, said: "If the
Standard Oil Company has been
guilty of violating any law, it should
be punished. A thorough examina-
tion would reveal that it has followed
a perfectly legitimate course of heal.
'less." This sounds well, but in the
light ef hisfdtrit smiths of insin-
cerity. It recalls the very recent
fact that prominent Standard Oil
officers did everytSng in their power
to prevent a thorough examination
by dodging subpoenas and raising
every possible obstacle in the way of
investigation in lie Missouri case.
Cone of the characteristics of the
Standard Oil gwripany and Mr.
Rockefelk-rls course is secrecy, and in
no ease ha i any tort to examine
into his alleged ltitimate methods
been giegg,..any aid or encourage-
ment by him or as managers. The
New York Tribune, referring to Me.
Rockefeller's• complacent. remarks,
says: ,
If Me. Rockefeller really believes
the oil team, should be punished "it
it has been guilty of violating any
law," why has he persistently dodged
and defied Oa rtocesses of the
courts? Why has he not offered to
aid in developing the truth in the
several states 'whet* investigations
have been made? Why have his sub •
ordinates and.., assAekates exhausted
every expedient known ' to shrewd
lawyers to hinder and hamper these
irquires Every step taken by the
authorities in their efforts to ascer-
tain the facts relating to the business
methods A* -giant enterprise' has
bten embarrassed, if not openly op-
posed, by men in. the service of Mr.
Rockefeller. If he honestly and
earnestly believes the .,17.ttan4ard Oil
company "should he 01inished" if it
• ''has been guilty of violating any
law," why did he sot_ unseal the
mouths of these mes
Mr. Rockefeller sass if the Stand
ar4 011 ,... * ri. guilty
c , iginpittel y
violating the $1141 eth erd be
inhed. Of 
should be iienal'' 44' vfol'aiion of
ts
law, but that does not go far enough.
If the law has been violated the men
who control the company should be
punished as inditidnals. The cor-
poration is soulless arid can be
made to_auffer_cmly in a financial
way or isy legal interference with its
business, but the penalty for %girl
and moral violation should be visited
upon the men who are -reeportsible
for such wrong-doing.
The anti-consumption as
been formed at Nashville and is to
make vigorous war on the dread dii-
ease. If it be true, as the league
claims, that consuinsption is not in-
herited. can be prevented and cured,
and the Jegue can prove alt this, it





With remarkable unarnity the
saloonkeepers of Louisville are now
talking about that ingratitude which
is sharper than a serpent's tooth and
are exhausting all their vocabulary of
abuse upoit the officials ho are now
working together to enforce the 'Sun-
day closing laws.
"Who did the work in Louisville
last fall?" say the most cautious.
"Who stole the election for Barth?"
say the mote outspoken. "This is
what we get for stealing the election
for the 'democratic ticket in Louis-
ville for the last ten years," say
others, and all these remarks are in-
terlarded with oaths and abuse.
In our opinion the saloonkeepers
of this city have for a long time been
entirely upon the wrong track. There
is one kind of service which no man.
not even a maaine politictan, ee s
compelled to acknowledge, and that
Is lawless service. The fact that a
man has committed a crime in the
interests of another only verve' to
put him completely in the power of
the man he has served. It does not
in any way force the man served to
repay the obligation.
The Evening Post does not mean
to be understood that all the saloon-
keepers in Louisville committed
crimes last fall to aid the democratic
ticket to steal the election. Ott the
contrary we are prepared to believe
that a considerable number stood
aloof from the dirty work and aided
the democratic ticket in no other way
than by campaign contributions.
When this is sad, however, the
fact remains that the rock upon
which the democratic organization
was placed -last year was the crimi-
nal and disorderly saloons of Louis-
ville. The evidence in the contest
cases has shown that wherever a par-
ticularly dirty piece of work was to
be done its execution was entrusted
to saloonkeepers and bartenders.
Fifty per cent, of the democratic elec-
tion officers in the precincts where
crime was rampant were saloon-
keepers and bartenders. It was to
the rear of saloons that the voting
places were moved after the voting
places had been illegally moved by
the democratic clerks. It was over
saloons that democratic repeaters
were housed, and .the saloons shared
with the engine houses the honor of
acting as base'ff ration for re-
peaters on e da . •
Without the saloon influence the
socalled democratic ticket would
have been buried last year under an
avalanche of votes. The saloon-
keepers chose to line up solidly with
the democratic ticket. More than
that, a large number of them chose
to aid the police and others in steal-
ing the election. Now tiaat Gov.
Beckham has forced the hand of the
mayor and the saloons have been
closed on Sunday many of the saloon-
keepers are indignant and honestly
beieve that they are being grossly
mistreated.
Many saloonkeepers sctm to think
that this, must keep constantly in
politics; that if they keep q9iet they
will be assailed. This, we believe,
an error. The public at large does
desire a rigid regulation of the liquor
traffite, but if the saloonkeepers would
refrain from stealing elections we
believe that the prohibition move-
ment would subside rather than
gain in strength.
One thing is, however, certain. If
the saloonkeepers insist upon making
an issue they will be met and eyent-
tally overthrown. The very men
they steal offices foe eventually de-
sert them. They put their represen-
tatives on democratic campaign com-
mittees; they act as election officers
and democratic.precinct captains in
the precincts where the dirtiest work
is done. The Liquor Dealers' Protec•
tire Association never says a word
%%hen it sees sal.nonkeepers Aiding in
stealing elections. hut wonders wtril
it finds no sympathy when it com-
plains of fancied wrongs.
The *Evening Post has repeatedly
stated its position to the effect that
if the liquor trade can properly be
regulated that this is better than
total prohibition. The saloonkeepers
might as well be warned. If they
persist in stealing votes, if they make
instruments of crime, there will come
a slave of prohibition over this state
and city which will sweep everything
before it.
For the first time in sixteen years
a Louisville mon stayed, out after
dark and his, wife threatens to sue
Tor divorce. Ft tite good lady's plan
is adopted and the divorce (tented
on this ground, the country will
soon he full of grass-widows, and
many of 'em wouldn't have te wait
sixteen years, either.
The saloon keepers of I.onisville,
and in fart, of the entire state, ehouid
remember the old adage concerning
people Nv!-.o dwell in glass houses.
Tebe old dogAneat sausage is more
appetizing, compared to the present
output or the pacicring houses! ...L
There has been a growing discos-
tent with the prevailing condition,
in Kentucky, and a feeling of dis
trust relative to the efficacy of tin
law. Men have doubted whether
jsstice could be established by law,
whether equality of interest could te'
maintained by law; whether the
riglus of an organized people weie
safe from the aggressions of organ-
ized class interests.
Political dickering and the alliancs
of certain business ' interests with
deatly defined criminal classes has
made the allies believe that they were
above all forms of law; that they
I were 'a law unto themselves, andthat there was no power in the exe-
,ciitive department, in t •tidicial de-",partment or i6 liseje ye d art-
fluent strong eno eir
man s -711-17:1
front them that re
ten statute which
is usually requ'red to p 'ts
The people have (dearly nneterstood
that the selling of liquor on Sunday
was prohibited. They have known
that under the statutes of Kentucky
all but the works of nectissity and
charity were forbidden; but when
men suggested that these laws °bight
to be enforced, they have beetsjiiii
culed, and in politics promiles. es
pressed or implied, .have been given
for votes and for contributions. Fpr
instance, one class and. another con-
sider themselves absolutely safe from
the penalties that the law imposes.
Article X. of chapter io8 of !the
general statutes deals with the license
tax, not only for distillers, druggists,
peddlers and retailers generally, but
also under subdivision second, with
liquor licenses.
Under the provisions of these
statutes, section 4192, it is provided:
"The license shall not conftt any
authority on any person to engage
in the business or sell the article
named in the license on Sunday, or
on, any other day on which the law
may prohibit the business or sale"
By section 4.zek it is provided:
"It shall be unlawful for any per-
son to whom a license is granted as
contemplated in this subdivision, to
suffer any gaming, scandals or 
orderly conduct in their 'louses at
on their premises, or to Amish any
liquor to any person who is• drunk,
or who is a known inebriate, or who
is ufider twenty-one years of age, or
tc sell any liquor on Sunday, or any
other day the law may prohibit the
sale thereof; and on trial of any per-
son by the county court. on a pro-
ceeding to cancel license the fact
that a person was in a state of in-
toxication in a house where liquor
is sold, shall be prima-facie 'evidence,
that tie was furnished liquor wile
drunk by the proprietor:, ,
house."
Here we see that the authority
under which a license is granted for-
bids the sale of liquor on Spnday.
It is an inherent part of thil Yaw.
'We see from section 4192 that theri
is further a definite prohibition of
the right to sell on Sunday, and we
have in section 4201 an act forbid-
ding any person to engage in any
business, or to sell or to offer to sell
sny article on which a license i3
required before procuring the license.
Every liquor dealer is, therefore,
on. notice that when he applies for
itis license that that license not only
does not permit him to Sell on Sun-
day. but that it prohibits him from
selling on Sunday.
All of these prohibitions arc en-
tirely independent of the section
which that learned judge, McCann.
decided to be unconstitutional—sec-
tion 1303. Eveje if that contention
were sustained; even if that section
wire wiped off of tile statute 'books.
the prohibition would still be written
in the license law itself, where it
cannot be evaded.
But it can be ignored absolutely.
It is ignored. It is treated with con-
tempt because the assumption has
been that the political power of the
saloon was too great to be resisted.
Each saloon, in the cities at least, is
the center of political activity. More-
over, the more lawless a saloon the
greater its power in recent years in
this sate, for the lawless saloon has
drawn to itself lawless men, and
in t em has been perfected those
conspiracies against the ballot which
have brought shame to the whole
state of Kentucky. ,
RACKET STORE
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THE FOLLOWING GOODS WERE BOUGHT BEFORE THE
PRICES WERE ADVANCED AND WE OFFER THEM AT THE
CLD FIGURES.
Five-cent Lawns
PRINTED LAWNS IN NEAT FIGURES, DOTS AND
STRIPES AT FIVE CENTS A YARD. THIS IS THE BEST FIVE
CENT VALUE WE HAVE EVER OFFERED IN LAWNS.
Ten-cent Batistes
REGULARLY THEY ARE WORTH 13IAC AND isc, BUT WE
LET THEM GO AT me. THE CLOTH IS VERY FINE AND
'I HE PATTERNS ARE THE NEATEST OF THE NEAT. POLKA
uUt J, 'RING DOTS; MURES, STRIPES AND CHECKS—ALL GO
AT ioc.
Cream Woolen Goods
FINE LINE OF ALL WOOL CREAM PANAMA'S, MO-
HAIRS, SERGES AND ALBATROSS. CREAM WOOLENS AT soc,
75c, sec, $r.00 AND $z.so.
Special Purchase
A LINE OF DRUMMERS SAMPLES OP FANCY LINENS—
SIZES FROM 6x6 INCHES TO 30x30 INCHES.
PLAIN AND FANCY LINEN CENTER PIECES, TRAY COV-
ERS AND TABLE COVERS.
ALSO PILLOW SHAMS AND DRESSER SCARFS, ONLY ONE
OF A KIND AND THE PRICES ARE MUCH LESS THAN
USUAL.
Collar and Cuff Sets
EMBROIDERED TURN OVERS, LINEN AND LACE COLLAR
AND CUFF SETS—NO TWO ALIKE. THESE ARE SAMPLE SETS
RANGING IN PRICE FROM age TO we.
PURCELL&MOMPSON




AGAINST THE VERY LOW
ONES.
They Obstruct the Sidev.alk to Ex-
tent Hats Are Knocked Off and
Umbrellas Punceared.
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott.
under orders from the board of
works, has commenced a crusade
against the low signs hanging out
over public sidewalks, lie is finding
quite a number of the 5I 's not hieing
the regulation distrow • above the
pavements, and in eae;) instance is
notifying the propietois of the place
to either take them, down or raise
them,
The city ordinances Fate that it
"shall be unlawful to er-st, or main-
tain any sign across or over the side-
walk. swinging or otherwise, which
shall he more than four feet long.
and twenty inches wide if of board or
metaal. and, if circular. not more
than five feet in diameter, and in no
case shall any of these be nearer the
sidewalk than level with the bottom
of the windows of the second story
of the building in front of which
such sign may he constructed or
erected." A fine of from $5 to $25
per day is prescribed as the penalty
for anyone violating this section of
the ordinance.
A,r irline points over the city
signs are so,low. and swing also, apt
one cannot pass underneath thidm
without their hats being brushed off,
while daily umbrellas are snagged by
corning in contact with the low oh-
raised.
Former Paducahans.
June isth Miss Bertha Anna
Meyers and Mr. Robert Lee Newman
will be married at Louisville.. The
bride is the daughter of Mr. Henry
Meyers, who fifteen years ago was
superintendent of the gas plant here.




(lames Jacloson, colored, was ar-
rested last evening by Officer CrOts
and locked up on the charge of -cut-
ting Charles Nash, colored, during a
fight they had last Saturday at Ninth
and Trimble streets.
Administrator. As
Wheeler Campbell qualified as ad-





FINE MARE OF MANAGER JOY-
NES KILLED YESTERDAY
MORNING.
Bolt Flashed Out From Shies and
Killed Her on the Dick Allen
Stock Farm.
Yesterday morning about 7 o'clock
lightning .truck and killed the fine
mare of Mlanager A. L. Joynes of
the Cumberland Telephone company,
who had the animal out on the stock
farm of Colonel Dick Allen, three
miles from the city on the county
road passing Oak Grove cemetery.
The mare was in foal and was be-
ing cared for at the stock farm. No
rain was falling at the boor mention-
ed yesterday morning, when sudden-
ly a bolt of lightning flashed from
the skies and struck the /animal,
which was sanding down in tie field
a short distance from the barn. The
horse dropped suddenly, while sev-
eral other animals around her were
stunned' by the shock. Colonel Al-
len was in the. barn, 3no feet away.
and he was stunned by the dash also,
but did not fall.
In order to satisfy his desire to see
what effect death by lightning had
1TP4m the beds'. Mk. Allen cut the
back of the beast open, and learned
that the bolt struck the vertebrae he-
tWeen the shoulders and ranged
back ter the rump. The backbone
was burned and softened into a jely.
The animal was the one which had
a Melt& I I:noon inserted in its throat
so it could Isis-nth. Several .years
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Last of new subscribers added Ine
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany today;
2748—Carver, Nor?, Res., Littles-
vine.
2762—Clark, Miss E., Res., S.
Fourth Street.




Prof. T. D., Res., 74-South Sixth.
Large Meeting to be Reid Sorrietinie
Soon fry Knights of Columbus.
'rhe local Vnighte of Columbus
lodge is preparing for a big gathering
at which cline, the state deputy and
his team will come here and confer
the degrees upon a very large class
of candidates who are awaiting to
affiliate with the secret organization.
The Paducah brethren are working
to have the big meeting orenr June
25th, but as it has to be ref to cilit
the convenience of the state. deputy
and outside degree team's. the date
Inui not yet beets definitely settled.
Hit a Woman.
Asbury McCoy, white, was locked
up last night by Officers Semler and
Goterieux on the charge of strikinz
a woman at one of the resorts on•West Court street,
....A.Lateress_Laai.
rils, and the veterinarian surgeons
cut a hole in 'her esophagus, arid in-
serted therein a metal button,
through which she breathed.
Disorderly Conduct
Ras Campbell, colored, was ar-
rested shortly after midnight this,
morning. and locked up on the charge!
or Prowling around Ifetives Of white
people on Broadway near Seventh
street. Ite was arrested by Officers
Long and Cross.
W. C. T. U. Meeting.
Regular meeting of the W.. C. ,T.
U. tomorrow afternoon at four
o'clock in the lecture room of the
First .11aptist church, under the de-!
nartmeht of flower missions, Mrs.
Fannie Dunn, superintendent.
A colored couple granted a license
wac J. F Anderson. aged 36, of Mav-
field. and Susie Jackson. aged 3T, ,


















































Like other cotamoditine telephone
service should be paid for according
to its worth and value.
We have in the city over 3,000,
subscribers or five times as many so
the Independent Co.; onside of the
city and within the county we have
63 times as many subscribers as the.
Independent Co. Yet we will place
s telephone in me residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. is
inpposed to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
which will enable you to reach fifty
million people from your home.












A  FARcE- INit'Pest."2-b
4 ileClains It
Haas, MS  
SMALL AND VERY, DtSfeySTED
CROWD AT YESTERDiT'S
GAM.
If It Had Not Been For Poor My-
,-




Danville    o 13 .606
Vincenrues    18 14 .562
Paducah   17 16 .515
Cairo  17 16 .515
ijachisonville   •• • • • 14 1g .437
Mattoon   12 19 ..387
- -Remits Yesterday:
Jecicsonville, 3; raciusale 2. '






Wetaelf: 3b . s 3
Lloyd, rf  , .4
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Struck out—By Allen, 8; by Miller.
Tfif-tiy Missionary Convention Occurs Next
Belt. Week at the
Wild pitches—Miller, (one.)










The opening ga it second
,rseries here betwe 
onville
club and tile loc yes-
terday afternoon park. A
small crowd of ines, wAttiese4 the
garnet and was relieved as Qt as
digitated' when it`wias over.
Indolence was siaplayed thrugh-
out the game anci.- inst. for inch




or have ended. 'tsi was it took
twenty-two minutes o pity .the only
inning in -which th r was the least
evidence of an 'inclination . to silan
ball.
There was no umpire present. Um-
pire Binh having resigned, as. it
was said, so a teetgber from each
club was chosen:: The Mins went
to work and apparently also tu she's.
jucistiog from their umpiring, for
some of their declarations.: were
'simply farces, These men may be
able to play ball but it would he
a libel to say either can empire. Per-
haps this fact wee) ier apparent to
the two clubs that tWy -lost heart
and decided to help the farce song,
and The RegisterailkJen charitable
enough to let it gAthis`say.
But the Iota!, Soo the game and
it* fans are not inclined to look kind-
ly an the place they are dropping
rr, in the standing of ‘te -league.
They want to be loyal hut they don't
want to be made the laughing oriels
while being 'patriotic" Manager
Lloyd should see that there in less
cause for such criticism of his nine.
and 11 he doesn't care to do so then
the backers of the club should speak
out in the first meeting. If not there
1 will be more vacant seats than were
in evidence at yesterday's game.
This it no "josh" best a wise piece
of gratuitous advice.
The Jacksonville% were the first to
wore in the game. In the second
inning their first run of the three
secured during the game was made.
It was the result of a mere scratch.
The locals also made its first score
in this inning It W Alt. an earned run
and made after the only hall playing
done in the game The locals mode
their second seorb- 441 othe third in-
ning and did so against sonic had
umpiring. The Anion% made another
score in the fourth inning and also
a third and their last in the sixth.
Only one of chese store, was an
earned one, showing clearly that the
game was lost by the locals doing
the worst playinnsof the two clubs
throughout the game. •
• The grandstand was as eilent al-
most as the tomb throughout the
game and only once did it manifest
any life wortny of comment. This
was when !Anshan-, of the visitors,
exhibited a disposition to do some
very foul playing, by kickiog the ball
from a fool into a fair hall, while
running, that he might make good a
hit. Ile was hooted and jerred and
when be returned to the hat and
struck out was roasted quite lively
He wrs jeered eeer after ',hen he
appeared at the bat. Lutehnw should
he called down by Capt. Belt if ever
guilty again of ouch improfessional
condiret.
s• Capt. Lloyd, who is the oldest man
'in i.e Hine. rimitryir iff-a-si a.;








THIS EVENING THE CONGRE-




Gilligan was sorely missed in yes-
terday's game. Is his wife sick or
Isis he quit?
Some of as pretty fielding as was
ever seen on the grounds and about
the best batting of the game was
done by Capt. Lloyd, yet he struck
outi once. Bad calls of strikes by the
so-called umpires was at fault, how-
ever, and not the captain.
Each club went oat several times
in the one, two, three order or the
game wont(' never have ended It
was tame and long and quite tire-
some in spite of the sbor,tnese uf
most of the innings.
there was only one good two bag-
ger hit made during the game. It
almost woke no the grandstand.
Stiller was wild as pitcher. He hit
two men, sent sevenal to first on
balls and worked the catcher over
tine by poor deliveries. He should
get down to work all the time and
not juat now and then.
Tile official score shows the num-
ber of hits made by the two dabs,
but the number given to the visitors
seems !short of the cibservatinik Of
The Register's note-taker:
doubtedly did the best work in the
box and the batters got
hits by. several.
If the locals loose ino Alt
they will be lower in the scale than
Cairo, which should put them to
shame and arouse them to good ball
playing.
It is "Slide. Kelly, slide." with the
locals. They are rapidly getting
from the top rung to the bottom
one.
Are rhe fans to have a game of
ball today or another farce?
It is said Bush ha• resigned as an
intipire. He was bad enough but the
two who served yesterday double
discounted him in poor work as well
as numerically.
It is often said that Kolb, of the
N'incennet club, is the whole Kitty
trainee. He is said. to have his way
in everything and it is said that he
had Bush to resign ag umpire. Well.
if he will give the league some men





can continue to be the whole





The big tent meeting on South
Fifth near Jackson street is develop-
ing into one of the most rousing and
interesting revivals ever conducted
in this city for years, as at every
meeting hundrdes are present hearing
the fine seeinons and helping in the
good work. Ordinarily day services
do not attract many, but these are
proving exceptions, as evidenced by
the crowded tent.
Yesterday morning at en3o o'clock
Rev. Davenport preached from the
Book of Psalms, and it was a grand
discourse, while last evening he
spoke about "Keeping Close to
Jesus,' his sermon being supple-
mented by a short one from Rev.
Peter Fields. There were several
conversions last evening, and many
Tequesting prayer.
The excellent singing is a most
charming feature of these worships,
the trained choir being under charge
of Mr. Hagan, and fine music ren-
dered.
West Tennessee Methodis:.
Yesterday morning a praise se:vice
was held by Rev. T. J. Owen at the,
West Tennessee Methodist church,
and it was an unusually interesting
gathering. Last night he preached
on "The Healing of The Man," in
presence of an audience of several
hundred.
Little'. Chapel.
The protracted meeting at the
Methodist chapel in Little'% addition,
continues with unabated interest,
Rev. Wise of Rushing, Tenn., and
Rev. flees of Milburn, Ky., being
greeted each sermon ley overflowing
congregations. There were four ad-
ditions to the church last night, and
five conversions.
Cumberland Presbyterian.
This evening at 7:45 o'clock the
entire congregation of the Cumber-
land Presbyterian church will hold is
meeting at the church will hold a
pose of taking up rnme important
business to be laid before them. it
is urgently requested that every C. P.
be in attendance.
Society.
The Ladies' society of the German
Lutheran church meets this after-
Danville. 4; Vincennes. 3. 1 utoon with Mks. Tobias Kettler of
Danville, I It., June 5.-The Vets South
made it three, straight by. winning
from Aleees by a score of 4 to 3.






o 0 ta--3 7 2
O 0 0-2 o 3
plays--Ebright to Bertie.







seri Pardue and Matteson.
Mattoon, o; Cairo, 5.
Cairo. 111.. June 5.—Doyle got the
visitors only two hits while Ruff-
bowie was wilds and when he got
them over the plate was hit hard:
RHE
Mattoon    o 2 t
Cairo s 5102
atteries--MeCarthey and Schiss
sell; Morgan and Searles.
A
club a better one if he rapid get
more settled fellows to play, with
Stine it is clear. Young buolar who
get Ouch too •theinettleestare more
• dispoleet than otherwirie to .lay down
and to often do so when feeling
sore or get disgruntled. It reins
freguehtly said in the grantletanal
yesterday That the 1ah were ante,
bet the oota•iner -ior this • 'soreness
was nipt mestioned by anyone wkfl
ratotild Snow. Maybe some of them
will feel sorer ,-hen the next pay (WY
Icome• around,
Jacksonville— ab r bh po a e
Copeland, If q
Livingston. rf .4 0 1,1. 2 o . 9
Thtiwht 3 0' 6 .2 4
iTitirhes r 7 0 o






FOR  k MATCH 
AND RECIEVED BULLET.
Friends Have a Palling Out, and
Trouble Follows.
!
Owingsville, Ky., June 5.—Luther
Downs and .Talmage Armitage,
young men of the eastern part of this
county, met at - Upper Salt Lick
church yesterday afternoon. Armi-
tage asked Downs for a match to
light his pipe. Downs had no Match
and said so. This led to talk, both
got mad, blows followed words,
ashen finally Downs drew a. pietot
and shot Armitage in the mouth, the
twu*', ranging down, going through
the neck' and landing in the shoulder.
The wound is believed to he 'total
Iteith are prominent.
3' r t . T 0 0 . Wheel Stolen.
2 , e) /2 2 4 o A man named Thompson of near
4* 3' or 'il ' co 'n 1 Fottetle and Jefferson streete reported
4 ii 0 0, 2 -0 to the police that yesterday someone
_7_.' 1- -s stolebio ''Ratiohy" iltieycle from hi,




One week from yesterdas• there
starts at the Broadway Methodist
church the annual meeting of the
Women's Foreign Missionary society
for the Methodist churches of thc
Memphis conference. It lasts for
three days, and prominent mission•
ary workers will be here from over
the country.
Willing Workers,
TheWilling Workers of the Evan-
gelical church meet this afternoon
nith Mrs. Richard Endeiso at her
home on Jefferson stree'.
Clock Stolen.
Mrs. E. Weatheirington of 3/4
North Eleventh titrest
the police that eomesste
C OC from her home.
there is immediate and permanent
relief in the wonderful liquid-food
001E1MR-81/SC/re
4.Maigaidne
taken just before retiring. Hops are
Nature's own sedative and not only soothe
but build up the nerves. The predigested
Barley-Malt renews exhausted tissue, and
restores the body to perfect, physical
health.
Malt-Nutrine is a liquid-food, not a drug, and may be
-used continncrusty without danger of -forming a habft.
Sold by all Druggists and Grocers.
Prepared by
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
St. Louts. U. S. A.
TO BUY 3,000
FEET NEW HOSE
Committee Will Write Off
For Bids Immedi-
ately
REMODELED REEL BEING PAINTED




Swelling of Fireman Harry Rudolph's
Hand Is Going Down—Bob
Bonnin Operated On.
As sodn as the aldermen tomorrow
night _confirm the councilmanic ac-
tion ' of _ordering 3,000 feet of new
hose for' the fire department, Chief
James Woods and the fire committee
cf the legislative bodies will write
to the supply houses to make bids
. ffor iOse needed, and then to the
part ' ritig the lowest proposition
ilswill 'e iven the contract to supply
the emend.
Hose is now selling from lio to go
cents, the kind wanted by the de-
partipenitebich are running shorts
espe4iaitt Mike so many feet burst
dering the Sixth and Flournoy street
fire ten eights since. It is goss;b1c
that the ,,t.000 feet to be bought will
cost something in the neighborhood
of $2,5oo.
Painting Reel.
The members of the Central fire
department are now painting the re•
modeled hosereel which ,belongs to
the department at Tenth and Clay
streets. New frame work, wheels,
axles, etc., were put on by the
Llacksmith and wagonmen, and this
being completed, the vehicle was
taken down to the central station
where the laddies are now putting a
tine coat of paint upon it. This
done, the reel goes back to No. 3.
Swelling Reducing.
The hand of ••••;:. _ Harry Rudolp7-
of the Tenth asei Jones street depart-
ment house is 7oaIng its swelling
nhich was caused by snagging his
hand upon a nail one week since. For
a while the hand was threatened with
blood poisoning and swelled consid-
l
erable, but is now reducing to its
normal size, and will shortly be all
right again.
reported toJ South Side Addition,
stole a fine
4+4-P +++++++++4-144-4.,-14.4-1-7-+++









Mt. Carmel, 4.0, standing.
Nashville, 9.2, rising.
Pittsburg, 6.7, falling.
Davis Island Dam, 5.5, falling.




!pertinent house at Fourth andElizabeth streets will be completed
bs the last of this week, so f!'.C- con-
tractor informs Chief Woods. fhe
foe e'rene can then be sent to this
istatio hourie for use (hiring fires in
the factory district.
Chill° Woods yesterday said they
had t_ ode new horses_ which is
for the chief's use to bia buggy, his
eld hone having been sold, wearing
out in the service. Now the coin-
miseioners are simmering to purchase
The Buttorff comes in today from










for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE 699.
NEW PHONE 334. PAnUCAH, KY.
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Home Power Motor.
5 Horse Power Motor.
I 51/4 HOIlle Power Motor.
a 8 Horse Power Motor.
z to Horse Power Motor.
I 200 Light Dynamo.
FORE1VIANBROS.
Novelty Works.
121-123 North Fourth Street.
two 'more anfinals , needed to work
double for the fire engine. The har-
ness for the animals has been made
by Rehkopf.
Former Fireman.
Robert Bonnin, formerly member
el the fire department, is confined at
Riverside hospital as result of
operated on for appendicitis. He is
doing finely and will soon be out. He
is now employed as blacksmith it the





LOWER BODY IS PARA-
LYED.
Yesterday afternoon Mr. Henry
Voight, fireman on the steamboat
Wilford, fell from a me:bcrry tree
about forty miles up the Ohio riv-
er, and was brought to this city
where he is now confined at his home
ton8 South Fifth street with con-
cussion of the brain, and is entirely
paralyzes:I from his 'hips down. •
His father, Captain Voight, is pilot
of the Vs'ilford, while the son is the
fireman. They had the boat above
here min out stone for the Fitt-
for the sweet girl graduate and for
all occasions watches., rings, lockellio
chains, hatpins, bracelets, shirt waits'
met collar pins, also silver novelties
of all descriptions.
REPAIRING A. SPECIALTY
We hancli.e all the finest and deints•
est articles with the utmost care,






1.1116. • ...Ow • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,
patine trans er and gravel company.
•Tbe young man climbed up into a
mullherry tree alon.gside the bank,
when he fell and landed in such a
positipn that concussion of the brain
developed, and also paralysis.
The injured man is about 23 years
cif age. He was placed aboard the
Wilford and quickly brought here,
arriving shortly before 12 o'clocle last
night. He was taken home and Dr.
Jeff D. Robertson summoned to at-




JUNE 5, 6 AND 7
General Admission 25 Cents.
GRAND STAND 33 CENTS, BOX SEATS 6o
TICKETS ON SALE SMITH & NAGEL'S.
FOURTH & BROADWAY.




St. Louis and. Tennessee Riser Pad',
et company—the cheapest and bed




oitin For the Round Trip to
UU Tennessee river & Munn
It is a trip of pleassue, comfort
land rest; good service, good tablegood rooms, etc. Boats leave cacti
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in.
For other information apply to Jams




47M7.", • is, ill.
ORIGIN OF BASEBALL Ha
uck ump4e, no legs. The team
claim e to be Lble to beat any of its
kind in the ceuntry.
NOT ALWAYS BEAUTIFUL INTRUSION BY WIRE.
..At. Early as 1842, the Game Was
Played by Young Men in
Now York.
Cincinnati fans ,particularly, look
•back to the origin of baseball as
•cuming about the time of the famous
Fed 'Stockings of 1868 and '69. It
was in the latter year that a •crack
team first made a tour of the coun-
try, as the Reds did, playing sixty
Lames without losing one. • But A. G.
-Spaulding. In an address in New
York last Tuesday gave some inter•
•esting information on the 'game in
•-its earlier form. He said:
'Baseball is of American origin,
was born in New York City, and the
first baseball ground was located
about where Madison. square now
stands. Back in 1842 a few of the
young business men of New York
:began to assemble every Saturday
.afternoon on these grounds to play
-what they called baseball. In 1845
-nest -same-young•nrerr -organized-the
euer*nal Knickerbocker Baseball.
'club of New York,
, 
the first baseball
•club ever organized. This club
.printed the first rules in 1845, and it
may interest you to know that the
•prosent game of baseball today could
'be played under these same rules
with a few minor changes, showing
that the main underlying principles
of the game have not changed from
that day to this.
"Five years later, 1850, the Gotham
..and Empire clubs of New York were
organized, and then began the rival
match games between clubs. In 1857
a convention of baseball players was
held in New York, which resulted
in the formation of the first National
association of amateur baseball
players in 1858, with a total mem-
'bership of about twenty-five clubs,
all from New York City or im-
midiate vicinity.
"The national organization gave a
great impetus to the game and clubs
'began forming in other cities.
"The game had become well
launched when the Civil war began
in 861. The New York baseball
'players of that period were among
'the first to respond to President
Lincoln's call for troops, and they
took their baseball accourt erments
with them, and thus was introduced
into the army, where it soon became
-a favorite camp pastime. Every regi-
- anent had its baseball team and the
monotony of the camp life was very
-much relieved by match games of
baseball. In some unaccuntable man-
ner the new game found its way over
;into the confederate lines and while
those mangnificent armies could not
- agree upon national policies they
co,11,! agree upon baseball. At the
'close of the Civil war in 1865 the
eoldiers of both armies in returningto
their homes disseminated baseball
throughout the nation, so you can
see that baseball had its patriotic
side and became 'the national game
- of America through the efforts of
those battle-scarred veterans of the
Civil war.
'These 'returning veterans became
'the baseball instructors to the youths
et that period, and I happened to be
• one of those youths who caught the
'baseball fever at that time.
"Baseball 'thus introduced through-
out the country became a furore, and
nearly every city, town and hamlet
• had its baseball club.
"The rivalry became intense and
-any young man with baseball skill
was eagerly sought for by wealthy
'dubs.
"Every possible effort was made
at this period 'to keep the game on
a .strictly amateur basis, but the de-
mand of the public for a high degree
-of playing skill, together with the
;growine temelency to gamble on 'the
molt of the games, produced a roil
cf veiled professionalism which con-
tinued in vogue until 1871, when the
first professional association of base-
'ball players, since which time the




WITH ONLY SIX LEGS
-Quaint Challenge From a Legless
Enthusiast, Who Lives at
Pittsburg.
J. Lutz, of 400t Penn avenue has
is,ued a cf.:a"lenge to play a game of
any a:n in thr--
Tidings From Grindstone.
We are paimd to learn thet Frank
Hideen cut is finger and is off duty.
We hope, however, that he cut it
good, because that's more than he
did to our hair.
Shoemaker's Department Empor-
ium is adding another floor to the
establishment. The new floor is 'be-
ing laid right en top of the old one.
A bit will - in introduced at the
next session of the legislature to
change the name of Dirty Woman
Creek to Unbateed Lady Creek. The
former name deesn't sound ladylike.
A subscriptior has been started to
purchase a new pair of green pants
tor our hand. Ile has been plowing




While deep wit' e the shadow land
The soft wire' - dly sigh;
Zbe. dark's' inge-teey- ee.-bending• low.
And begins to die.
The silent year is rushing on
In its remorseless flight;
My weary head in •errow bows,
And tears have dimmed my sight
0, Time, give back in tenderness
Those wasted years again, '
That I in deepest penitence
May bless my fellow men.
I seek those opoprtunities
Once bright with golden gleams,
Which, thoughtlessly, I flung away
Lke idle summer dreams.
I might have lifted burdens then,
In those neglected years;
0, I might have helped some suf-
ferer
And dried some mortal's tears,
might have spoken lovingly
'Some words of hope and. cheer,
And crowned with peace and helpful-
ness
Some wasted barren year.
For thee, my soul is thirsting now,
Eternal fount of youth;
My bloodless lips would quaff again
Of innocence and truth.
Those buried hopes of youthful days
So fraught with joy and love,
I long to resurrect once more
As blessings from above
0, years of Time, roll back to me
In thy relentless flight,
And thus dispel the thick'ning gloom
Of my eternal night.
0, sainted mother, let me feel
Thy .touch upon my brow,
Come, tell me, 0 departed one,
What more thou knowest now
Than when I knelt at thy deer feet
And lisped a name on high.
Art thou still pleading for thy child
From yonder weeping sky?
0, as that Time shall cease its
years,
Till I shall learn to be




Two Women Quarrel When Man
Interferes, Kills One and
Wounds Other.
Jackson, Tenn., June 4 --Hattie
Cubbs, colored, was 'murdered here
Saturday night by Wall Watkins of
her own race. The usurdiered woman
and Susie Perkier , neighbors, be-
Caine involved in a fight, when Wat-
kins appeared and took the part of
Susie Parker, who was his sweet-
heart, and after stabbing, Hattie in
the heart he then brutally assaulted
Susie, inflicting serious and perhaps
fatal wounds, and made his escape
before the officers of the law reach-
ed the scene of the tragedy. Proper
effort is being made to apprehend
and thring to justice the fleeing
cr
Married a Negro.
Louisville, June 4.—F. B. Ringz-
wale has sued for divorce from
his wife, Enema Ringzwald.
alleging that he has discover-
ed she is a !lege° and that their
marriage is void. Ringzwald sued
for a divorce in 1899 on this ground
but afterward withdrew the sui'.
'nee woman obtained a divorce on
the ground of crud ty, but
the pair became reconciled and re-
married: Now Ringzwald sets up the
pica again. The question of what is
Nodes for Artists Are in Many
Oases Quite Plain of
Features.
"One of the most preyeabereus ideas
In existeace is that regarding the pay
of models and their physical *Ursa
tiveness," Mr. Robert Briagiurst oasts.
"In this country a majority of the
models are employed in art schools
er by instructors of classes in Paint"
hag, drawing or modeling, and for
purposes of inetruet1011 any fiellr•
good enough. - -
"A budding artist can learn to drip,*
and paint, study anatomy end prop01%
Lion, just as well from a homely
model as from one that Is surpassing-
ly beautiful. There is no need of
the latter at all. If one presents her-
self, all well and good, but as the
schools and instructors are entirely
independent in their needs she must
be content with, the same pay that
rules for all in this dam, whieh is
generally net Rem am a &Mar for
a three-hour posing seance. As the
work is, after all, only unskilled labor,
It Is an exceptionally good rate of pay
at. that. What obtains here also ob-
tains for more then half the model
work abroad, yet the average person
always conjures up a dream of loveli-
ness when an artist's model is men-
tioned and associates the work with
remuneration of a dollar or more an
hour.
"Of course, where an artist requires
a particular kind ci model, no matter
what the especial requirement may be,
the law of supply and demand steps
In and regulates pay, for ens thing, in
accordance with its inexorable man-
dates. If the supply of that sort of
model is short the price runs high.
I have heard of models who received
several dollars an hour. But there are
too many satisfactory individuals will-
ing to pose for whatever they can get
to make such a condition any ether
than most exceptional."
BUCKEYE INCASED IN GOLD
New Orleans Nan Values Very Highly
El. "Lucky" Norse
Chestnut
"I wouldn't sell that thing for $1,000
If I lost it I'd hunt for it like the
knights of King Arthur hunted the
Holy Grail. That thing exorcised a
hoodoo that hung about me for five
years. That thing stays with me till
I die."
All this, with great conviction, says
the Kansas City Star, about a little
buckeye incased in a small gold cage
that hung on the watch fob of Herbert
Herring, a New Orleans man
"Up to September 7, 1900, I had
been the victim of bad luer. of one
sort and another," he said. "That day
I was going to Galveston. It was Fri
day. I recollect that the train was
delayed half a dozen times before it
reached the city, and I was fuming.
We got there at last and just as I
was leaving my car I saw this buck.
eye lying on the opposite seat.
pleked it up and put It in my pocket.
I had letended going to the Black
hotel that night, but after picking op
that buckeye I suddenly changed my
mind. A good many guests at the
Black hotel perished La the flood nest
night
*later on at New Orleans I was met
fishing in a catboat with three other
mete A equall struck us. The others,
who could swim, were drowned.
can't swim a stroke but I had my
buckeye and I was saved. After that
I had the thing fixed in this gold ease.
And th.ftt's why I treasure it."
Europe's Jewelry Center.
Pforzheim Is a city of about 116,800
population and is devoted almost ex-
clusively to the manufacture of jewel-
ry, there being about 500 factorl.s
where Jewelry is made. It is the jew-
elry center of Europe. Tbe various
manufacturers are very energetic and
are careful to study the wants of their
customers and endeavor to please them
regarding designs, prices and terms of
sale From preseet indications the
shipment of jewelry to the Philippines
will amount to about $100.000 for the
fiscal year. With the American manu-
facturer's advantage in distance and
machinery—as much of the P:orzbetm
Jewelry is made by hand -it arm: s
that we rhottld rapture more of Sae
trade of the islands.
Influence t..1 Irving.
111 Irving more than any other msn
is due tec change that has taken plat"
in London in recent years in the sJcia'
nosition of actors—a change which has
eorre s;thin my own memory. writes
E. S. Nadal, in Scribner's. Wh-n I
first went to Losdon in 1876 1.. .re were
no actors in society Wb:n I came bac%
in 1877 there were a good many of
them to be se^n ab'nf. The .e wm




by Outsiders to Discover
Them.
"Yes, they call me Sapphire," cheer-
fully admitted the operator of the tele-
phone switchboard In a large business
use, reports the New York Sun. "It's
because I'm such an accomplished liar,
you know.
"But, then, that is one of the things
I'm paid for; so it really isn't my fault
and I don't let it worry me. Perhaps the
most frequent lie I have to tell is when
I am asked about a dozen times a day
lf tha president has a private telephone
call—one not in the regular telephone
directory, you know.
"Of course he has, he'd he in the in-
sane asylum if he hadn't; but he doesn't
want everybody to know it. The tel.
ephone was getting such a nuisence ti
business men that a lot of them have
had to do this.
"Now, wnen a man's private tele
phone rings he knows It really is a per
sonal call, as only a few people hays,
his number. It is a direct call from 'Cen•
trai' and does not come over the regular
office switchboard at all.
"Every operator of a private switch- will cure that awful pain
board, and of course, every 'central,' is
charged with keeping these private tel- NHas cured others, will 
cure you,
ephone numbers strictly confidential.
People try lots of different ways to 
Call on us, or Phone 38 or 337 and
worm this information out of us, but we will gladly tell wou about it
they don't succeed."
"It saves my time wonderfully—this
having a private call," said a lawyer. "I
really think this plan saved me from a
nervous breakdown last year.
"My private secretary has charge of
th-e telephone supposed by the unini-
tiated to be the only one by which I can
be reached perscnally. Nine times out
of ten the questions can be settled with-
out referring to me. Occasionally, of
course, I have to speak to the person my-
self.
"But there was a time a few years ago
when I could not dictate so much as a
note to my stenographer without being
interrupted half a dozen times. That ex-
asperating little ting-a-ling has been
the death knell to many a finely phrased
letter. As for important documents,
when dictating anything that required
serious thought I was obliged to have
an entirely separate room where I was
as absolutely 'out' aathough in my home
uptown.
"While, of course, I did not pretend
to speak to every person who called for
me on the telephone, still I was called
very often. It is very different cow
Only a dozen or so persona know my pri
rats call, and sometimes my telephone
does nut ring more than once or twice
a day.
"The telephone is a mighty good serv-
ant, but with One's name in the public
telephone directory it soon leicomu •
hard master."
"Yes, our house number is rivet',"
said a woman who has many *I lal du-
lies, "and we guard It as we do the fam-
ily jewels. Only our own direct circle
of friends are able to reach us by tel-
ephone.
''As some one said to me the other day,
quite the height of modern Intimacy is
reached in the interchange of private
telephone numbers. And It is true.
"You would be surprised to know the
lengths some people would go to discov-
er the number of • private wire. Why,
would you believe it, our stable is often
called up, and whoever happens to an-
swer is asked for our house number.
Yee, our telephone is now Just what it
originally was and just what it should
Ise—a convenience and not a Mullane..."
t An Edison
Phonograph
Will bring pleasure to your
}tome during the long sim-
mer evenings. "Illhey are run-
ning new at our store. Come
in and hear thorn. Than






•States or any where else for that
matter who will place nine men in
the. field with an equal number of
legs that his team possesses, says a
Pittsburg dispatch.
Lutz has just organized his team,
and in addition to its nine players he
furnishes the umpire. That makes
ten men, and the entire bunch pos-
SteS between them only six legs.
The team is now in daily practice,
•and is said to be putting up a fine
article of baseball. Here is the line-
up and the number of legs possessed
by each player:
W. MeVreory, pitcher, no legs;
J Morris catcher, ditto; 0. Rey-
nolds, shortstop, one leg; J. Mounts,
firstbase, one leg; J. Lutz, second -
bast and captain, not any legs; A.
Bridge, thirdbase, no legs; J. Mc-
Cabe, rightfield, one leg; W. Peffee-
man, centerfield, one leg; W. Mc'
leftfield, one leg, and W.
a negro is invo ye
lawyer says she is a quadroon or oc-
toroon and therefore cannot ,be
classed as a negro or mulatto, but
the Standlart dictionare says a per-
son with one-sixteenth or .more Af-
rican blood is a negro.
"That rich Mr. Sponner is the most
provoking thing! He asked me if I
was 23."
"And what did you say?"
"I said, 'Mercy, no!' and he said
didn't think any woman should marry
until she was 23."
"Gracious! What did you do
then?"
"I—I called after him that I was
33 my next birthday, bet he didn't
seem to hear me."—Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
Many a man who takes himself
seriously is looked upon as a joke by
others.
posed of succeesful artists. „he nee
rich people, and the profeentenat
classes, with a sprinkling of such of
the older society as had a fancy for
art and the theater. In that society
the a.•tors had not only a goad, but P
d ist I ngt:Ished place.
Queer Sunday Law.
In Spain drug stores are permitted
to sell drugs all d'iy on Sunday, but
to deal In perfumery on that day is
unlawful. Candy cannot lawfu:ky be
sold later than ll o'clock in the fore-
noon unless no clerks or assistants are
employed. Proprietors may keep open
all day if they do the work themselves.
Russia Then and Now.
Times have not changed much in a
century. In 1801 It was said that Al-
exander I. rode in a procession through
the streets of St. Petersburg precedei
by the apes-tees of his grandfather,
followed by those of his father ani
surrounded by Mt own.
Maiden Names in Other Lands.
When a woman is married in this
country her maiden name is seldom
mentioned. Many people to whom idle
Is very well known have never heard It.
La France, cm the contrary, there are
constant remtoders of the earlier dig-
nity. la Belgium marriage does net ex-
tinguish it, for many married women
often combine the old name with the
new. Moreover, they put the maiden
name last, this giving it the greater
distinction We can illustrate this by
supposing the custom to prevail in this
country. Is that case Miss Brown when
she married Mr. Robinson would have
her visiting cards printed: "Mrs. Rob-
inson-Brown" This double barreled
arrangement does not give the Belgian
wife • better social status than the
English ',He'll, but it is very soothing
to feminine pride.—London Chronicle.
Wisdom of the Chinese.
The verbal wisdom of the Chinese
has become proverbial, and appropri-
ately enough, it shows itself prominent,.
ly in their proverbs. Many of these have
cad', .b.mu translated into English.
but here are a few more, from a collec-
tion by Herr Bruno Navarra, published
In Heidelberg, which may be welcOme:
"It is better not to be than not to be
anything." "Repentance le the dawn
of virtue." "Even the highest tower
stands on the ground." "Man thinks he
knows everything, but woman knows
better." "Even the mandarin of the
first class has poor relations." "The
carver of idols never worships idols; he
knows too well what they are made of."
"A day of grief is longer than a year of
joy." And so on.—T. P.'s Weekly.
Re Rowed, the Steered.
The boat drifted on the clear lake.
The man and the maid were silent and
a little sad. "Dear," he said, "will you
float with mil always—down the stream
of life?"
"The same ret now'?" she whimpered.
"The same as now," said he.
"I will, gladly!" cried the young girl.
He, you see, was rowing, doing all
the hard work. She had the helm, gm,
stesared.-1Linneanolle Journal.







Seventh and Jackson St 'Phone 237,




Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.






Or. B. T. Hall
Office with Dr. Rivers ar Rivers, ta8
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.




ILLINOS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 3oth. leo&
SOUTH BOUND No. tot
Leave Cincinnati  8:2o a.m.
Leave Louisville  12:0t p.m.
Leave Owensboro 
Leave horse Branch 




Leave Hopkinsville  
Leave Pr.nceton  4:55 1:••m•
Arrive Paducah , 6:to p.m.
Leave Paducah  6:15 p.m.
Arrive Fulton  7:20 p.m.
Arrive Glebs, Tenn.  8:06 p.m





Arrive Jackson  






































Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 
1.eave Jackson, Tenn. 
Leave Rives 
Leave Fulton  10:13 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  11 :30 a.m.
Leave Paducah  :25 a.m.
Arrive Princeton  12:39 p.m.
'Arrive Ilopkinsville  615 p.m
Arrive Nashville  9:25 P.m.
Arrive Evansville  3:45 p.m
Arrive Norton ville  1:28 p.m.
Arrive Central City  2:05 p.m.
Arrive Horse Branch   3:06 p.01.
Arrive Owensboro  *4:53 pm.
Arrive Louisville  5:35 P.m.


































NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 374
Leave Paducah  12:40 p.m. 4:3o p.m.
Arrive Carbondale  4:25 .in, 8:40 P.m
Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m 6:30 a.m.
Arrive St. Louis  8:30 p.m 7:20 am.
SOUTH BOUND
Leave St. Louis 
Leave Chicago  
leave Cabondale 
Arrive Paducah 
No. 305 No. 375
7:45 cm 9:40 
p.m.
2:50 a.m. 6:20 p.m.
:40 1.111 7:05 a.m.
3:35 .in. 11:00 S11.
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LIRE.
NORTH BOUND 135-835
Leave Nashville  8:to am.,
Leave Hopkinsrille  11 :20 a.m.
Leave Princeton  2.35 p.m.
Arrive Paducah  4:15 pin.
Leave Paducah   6:15 pin.
Arrive Cairo  7:45 DAL
Arr've St. Lodis Zao a.m.











































































































SOUTH BOUND 122-821 136-836
Leave Chicago e  6:30 p.m. 9:40 amt.
Leave St.Louis  0:40 'P.m. 1:50 p.m.  •
Leave Cairo   Goo a.m. 5:55 pm. .
Arrive Paducah  7:45 a.m. 7:40 P.m.
Leave Paducah ..  7:50 a.m. 3:10 p.m.




9:33 p.m  
M
  4
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains rid
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Ckwinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and to2 sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Tiains 8ot and 832 sleepers 'peewee*
Paducah and St. Louis. Train ftot connects at East Cairo with Chines:*
sleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, ry.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky,
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Xy.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicitro, Ill.


































Concoctions Always Cooked Before
They Are Brought in from
the Kitchen.
The waiter placed the chafing Oh
carefully on the table sad rentoveCthe
cover with a flourish. It was a very
Ornate chafing dish with silver lobsters
holding up the bowl, and the lamp was
ornamented with crabs and fishes and
other denizens of the deep, says the
New York Globe. "I wish he wouldn't
take away the cover," complained the
girl who prided herself on her ac-
quaintance with the saucepan. "I like
things well cooked," and she stirred
the savory mess with a big spoon and
turned up the flame of the ornate lamp,
The waiter approached with a cynical
smile and informally, familiarly, per-
haps even a bit impertinently, he said:
"les thoroughly cooked, miss. Was
cooked before it left the kitchen. That
dish is just a bluff. If we served
things half cooked the restaurant
would be boycotted in a week. Every
one thinks he can make things in a
chafing dish and likes to turn the lamp
up and down and stir the contents of
the dish, but not one in a thousand
that orders these things could cook
them It's all a bluff. The chafing dish
Is very good to keep a thing hot and—
think the rarebits ought to be served
In item, but it's all a bluff as far as
restaurant cooking is concerned. The
stoff that's served in them is not
006ked in a chafing dish either before
or after it reaches the table."
And than the girl, with as much dig-
nity as she could command, served the
crab-meat and deftly heaped the green
peppers at one side and the mushrooms
at the other side, and tried to look as
if she didn't know the waiter was
within a hundred miles.
SOUTH AFRICAN HORSES.
glib:le-Tenths of the Animals That
111 A 
Are Now Sold Are Raised
by Kaffirs.
Couth Africa Is foreseen as achleo
tag its destiny by becoming one of the
great horse producing countries of the
world. At the present time the man
who would dabble in horse flesh needs
both experience and courage. The
Kettle's provide nine-tenths of the
horses sold. When • dealer arrives
In a native territory he sends round
word that he has corn. to purchase
horses and the natives roll up with
all sorts and descriptions of the eque
nine tribe, which for the most part
are of no earthly use. The man picks
out an animal and the owner names
an exorbitant price, which be never
• 
• hopes to receive, the dealer offering
a sum which no sane man could ac-
cept But eventually • price is agreed
on and the owner receives a written
order for the amount, which he re-
deems in the evening by coming to
• the dealer's hotel and receiving cash.
By easy stages a descent is made on
the next purchasing site and by de-
grees a decent sized troupe is got to-
gether When these arrive at their
final destination their original owners
would not recognize them. They have
been clipped on the way down, had a
'few condition powders and had a gen-
eral cleaning.
ROME WITHOUT A DOCTOR.
For Six Hund- red Years the Em-
pire Was Minus a
Physielan.
According to Pliny, Rome flouriehed
for 600 years without a doctor. It 1A
maintained by some, however, that
when making tees statement Pliny was
• not aware that certain Greek phyl
I clans resided In Rome, at least during
a part of the period named. But there
Is certainly no question that in the
early days of its history, physicians
were very scarce In Rome, and doell:
teem because there was little occasion
for their services. With the advance
of civilization maladies; have multiplied
and with the increase of disease there
has been a proportionate inerease of
physicians. There are at the present
time in the United States not less
than 150,000 physicians, and the nutie
bar is increasing at the rate of several
thousand annually. Whether or not
the world Is better for this great mut
tiplicity of medical men is a question
upon which there may be a difference
of opinion.
Colors in Glass.
CluelelLeit _.Ctiliar_of. glass -ass
caused ue subjeottsg It to the action
of what are knoon as ultraviolet rays
of light. Something of the same sort
may be observed on high mountains,
where old glass from bottles originally•
green, after exposure to tbe light of a
great elevation In the regions of per-
petual snow, attains a beautiful pale
purple tint. The same result may also
be seen in connection with the glass
Insulators used on telegraph or tele-
phone lines in mountain districts.
Hub.
I "What makes Skribbler walk so
obesty?"
• "Why, man, that fellow used to
solooduet the 'Through the Looking
Glass' column on a paper down in
iodises'. If you look close you'll see
a cute little halo around his head
when bla hat is off. He knows Riley
and all those big guns by sight
Why shouldn't he walk chestyr —
Milwankose gen ti net.
Me Meant
"I Meant to start off the new year
by giving the drat woman I saw stand-
ing up my seat In the street car. But
I didn't do It."
"Old habit teo stynng, eli?"
"No; I couldn't get a seat to gam
kir."--Cleveland Plain Dealer.
BRITISH SHELL OF 1812. linfiSENO IN MAINE.
Baltimore Man Brings Up in Fish
Not Relic of the Rev-
olution.
An interesting relic of the war of 1812
was recently hauled from the depth of
Curtis bay in a fish seine by 13. It. Stull.
of this city, says the Baltimore Ameri-
can. The relic is a shell which is sup-
posed to have been dropped overboard
from one of the British warships which
assailed; Baltimore,
ile took the shell to Fort McHenry,
where the ordnance officers pronounced
it a shell of English make, and also in-
formed Mr. Stull that it was loaded. Mr.
Stull was determined to inad out what
was inside, and. placing it under water,
he carefully bored through the bell
metal cap. When the cap was removed










firmly embedded in brimstone.
The shell is five and five-eighths
Inches in diameter and, witteits con-
tents, weighs 221/2 pounds.
It was also learnelliyillr. Stull that
the wooden cap was a portion of the
shell, the method of shooting the shell
being to place the cap on the shell, with
a thee leading through the cap and the
bell metal to the interior of the shell.
The powder charge for the gun was then
either tied or wrapped around the out-
side of the wooden cap and the whole
placed in the gun. When the latter was
discharged the powder ignited the fuse,
which In turn carried a spark to the
powder In the shell. The spark reach-
ing the brimstone caused a gas to
form, and this exploded the shell, the
leaden bullets causing the destruction.
GUILD OF "CRAPE PULLERS"
New Line of Business That Is
Worked in Connection with
the Florist's.
"Crape pullers get a 20 per cent
m mission," said the conservative
florist "That commission comes off
the flowers, though," he added, sneer-
ing.
"Wbat Is a crape puller?"
"A crape puller is • man who,
watching the death notices in the
newspapers, calls on all the bereaved
families and solicits ordere for flow-
ers for the funerel. We call such, •
man a crape puller contemptuously,
pretending that he gets indoors by
yanking the crape which hangs from
the door heti.
"A good many florists encourage
crap* pulling—In fact, live on it.
They have booklets, Illustrated with
photographs, that tell all about the
various designs they make. With
these booklets the crape puller can
solicit orders in an Intelligible way.
"We conservatives don't encourage
crape pulling. We consider it unseem-
ly and indecorous in the first place,
and in the second place, since the big
commission comes not out of the
pocket bf the florist, but off the or-
der of the purchaser, we consider it •
little dishonest. But death is always
with us r u rl s t s must live. The new
guild of the crape pullers grows by
hundreds weekly."
STEAM PLANT IN SOD HOUSE
Nebraska Rancher Has Heating Ap-
paratus Put in Poor
Structure.
Nowadays you're likely to find a
modern eeatleg plant in almost any
corner of the world, no matter how re--
mote it may be, said a representative
of • prominent heating appliance man-
ufactory.
Not so very long ago our company
was asked to make an eetimate for
putting in a modern steam plant in a
nod house on a lonesome Nebraska
ranch. I saw the house, and while its
exterior was not very prepossessing.
Its interior was most comfortably fit-
ted up and furnished. It had six
rooms, 1 think, all of them liberal in
size, and fitted out In a modern way.
The owner was a big cattle grower
with an abundance of money. Ile
merely hadn't' got around to building
a wood, stone or brick residence. His
sod house Is located about 40, mem
from a railroad and in a lonesetne
stretch of prairie.
Wonderful Improvement.
Wife (returned from church to his
husband, who had stayed at horne)-
-Y511-11hotila Lees hard Dr. Doe's ser
mon this morning, my (law. I don't
know when anything has made such
a profound impression on ma I
think It will make a better woman of
me as long as I live.
Husband—old you walk home?
"Oh. so; I took a car, and, do you
know, John, the comiluctor never asked
me for my fare, and so I saved
nickel. WNW% 1 lucky?"--Citicago
JournaL
Parsimony in Church.
The picture Mr. Sidney Holland
once drew of the portly and affluent
elderly gentleman, unctuously declar
tag, in the course of the familiar
hymn, that "were the whole realm of
nature his, It were an offering far
too small," at the same time grog
Ins in the recesses of his trouser'
for the threepenny-bit which he knows
to be there.—Vanity Fair.
Linguistie "Hallos."
The long-distance telephone system
in Berlin reaches distant capitals like
Bt. Petersburg. Vienna, Paris, Rome
and Brussels. The operators are most-
ly women who are proficient in the
laraguages of the principal muerte"
et Soreese. These highly trattiod eM
well-educated women ere employed A
;00.0.1\14110.16: a eassaaatildlaislie--
DISCOVERY OF A PATCH WORTH
A SHALL FORTUNE.
Studaat of a University Lev School
to Bangor, Blaine, Plods a
Mysterious Source of
Riches.
If a rich veto of gold-bearing quarts
had been discovered on the side of
Whitney's mountain the rush of for•
tune seekers would not have been
greater than it has been to Sarsaparilla
guilt, during the last few weeks, ow-
ing to the finding of ginseng in great
quantities in the gravelly soil on the
ett;ly hanks, says a recent Newburg
(Me.) report.
The Pt91*.11roin the knothess is John
K. Thurlough, a student at the Uni-
versity of Maine law school, la Ban-
gor. Last year it Was noticed that
he joined in none of the Saturday
games played by tho students.
The reason Thurlough assigned for
absenting himself every Saturday was
that he wanted to go to his home In
Fairfield and pass the Sabbath with
his parents, though it was noticed that
he never left his boarding place on
rainy Saturdays. Further research de-
veloped the fact that he was buying
expensive sets of law books and filling
his room with costly furniture.
Finally, when he bought a 000
piano and had it installed in his room,
the gossips learned the secret of his
sudden access to riches, and most of
the enuntry had something to talk
about for a year to COnDe• The expla-
nation made by young Thurlough was
eery temple.
He had an aunt living in Nrwburg,
anti one day when he was calling on
ter the family went to Sarsaparilla VII.
ley to dig roots for the usual spring
bitters. The fame of the roots of
Sarsaparilla gulley had gone through
the coenty years before.
By sprouting whole corn and them
drying it, and grinding the grain and
mixing it with sarsaparilla root and
spruce brush and cbeckerberry leaves
and sugar, and then udding yeast and
letting the compound ferment, the real
dents were able to reach a condition
of absolute health.
As young Thurlough helped to dig
the health-giving roots he noticed they
*ere bigger and more pulpy than or-
dinary sarsaparilla, and with a Veer
of identifying the species to which the,
plants belonged, he took samples to
Prof. Munson at Orono, who at once
decided they were genreng roots. Sub-
sequent proceedings were easy.
Having • good working knowledge
of the law, young Thuriough bond*"
the land lying on either side of tht
gully. and spent all of his spare time dig
ging and preparing the ginseng root
for which there was a quick sale ea
$2.50 a pound. By remaining silent
concerning his source of revenue, tie,
law student cleared up about :10.000
last year, and sold his provisional
lease to • Boston company for $8,001
In cask.
It is atsserted that the company has due
and cold ginseng roots valued at Ile,
000 the past season, and now that tho
affair is no longer a secret, hundred,
of eager people are hunting Dixmon'
and Newburg hills in the hope oi
finding another ginseng plantation
Many acres of pasture and woodland
have been dug over, but with unsatle
factory results.
CITY HAS NET FOR FISHES
Supplies Food for Zoo Birds and
Spedmens for the Public
Aquarium.
- --
Visitors to Bronx park walkIns
along the east side oi the Bronx river
not far from the subway entrance hart
been Inter( geed In a circular rezt that
was placed in the strcarn a few day,
ago. It was put there, reports tin
New York Sun. for the double pur
pore of supplying fish dinners to tilt
birds of the zoo and specimens foi
the aquarium at the liattery,
A row of stakes near the bank learn
oat to the net, which 19 funnel shaped
with the large end inshore. The fish
coming to the Lank to feed enter th6
mouth and naturally swim back intc
deep water, but they find the net nar-
rowing. ace, when they slide through
the s nall hole in (be eed of the fun-
nel they are trate:ed wi:bin a larger
aeLL
about 15 feet long ti ml four feet wide
at the mouth.
Carp and sucks ra aeoreitte front o
quarter of a pound N. three pot ads
have been taken In t1,1; we- for the
benefit of the zoo eagoo. erane:4 and
vultures. The ketoere nay thet sit
birds appreciate thts•freah fish.
All the pickerel and hoes captured
are sent to the aquarium to be ex-
hibited, or In emergency to be fed to
their fellows. A few eels and mud
turtles wander into the net.
It We: All Over.
"No more will I hear his footetops
on yonder walk as the clock strikes
the hour of eight."
"Gracious, Jeanette!"
"And the old parlor light will never
burn low for him twain."
"You don't mean it?"
"I do, and furthermore, he will never
sit on this sofa three eights a week
and call me pet names as he has been
doing for the past two years."
"1 am astonished."
"And to-night I-an going to burn all
Ike old love letter's in my trunk."
"B—but why are you going to dls-
ard him?"
"Discard him? Why, yeti mak
km going to marry Isini!"—Colernbus
patch..
WEALTH IN BLACK SANDS. ADULTERATION OF FOOD.
RaveReport of Geological Survey on Invest- Convictions for This Offense
tigations of Depos:ts in This
Country. 
Been Numerous in Ger-
many,
—
The geological survey has issued 1 Consul -General Guenther, of Frank- NeW 'Mane oesa.
supplementary report on its investiga- fort, reports that during the year 1903
thin of the black sand deposits and
, 
3,091 persons were convicted in Ger- SPECIALTIES:
promises further information as the many for adulteration of articles of
work progresses. It was not under- 
stood when the work was started how 
food. In 1902 the convictions were
widespread the de and would be for
tests and information nor how valua-
ble the sands would prove. But it has
developed into a work of magnitude
and importance.
Dr. David T. Day of the survey has
had charge of the experimental work
from the start. The survey has so far
examined about one-third of the depos-
its in the United States, and managed
to keep up its work on the Pacific coast
&baba Mx weeks longer than the ap-
propriation was expected to- run the
party. Since the first report on the
work was made, the investigation has
been principally confined to the exam-
ination of large collections of concen-
trates collected by the survey and con-
tributed by various mining companies.
Several of the by-products of the sands tagious diseases befere disinfection,
will doubtless be commercially value- 931 persons were convicted, against 1,-
173 in 1902, showing a decrease of 20
per cent. For knowe ;ly violating the
regulations for prey( iting the spread
of infectious diseases 7,9 persons were
convicted, against 67 la 1902.
bie. Inquiries have been addressed to
several of the consumers of these arti-
cles, and it has been found that there
will be &ready market for them.
Monazite front the Pacific beaches
contains various percentages of thoria,
used in the manufacture of incandes-
cent gas mantles. Zircon is also found
exceptionally pure, and is available for
the same purpose. Chromic iron ore
has been experimented with in the
manufacture of refractory furnace lin-
ings in California. No previous use
had been found for ilmenite, but on re-
ceipt or samples at certain eastern
manufactories it was found that it was
adaptable to certain electrical purposes.
Its utilization from the black sand de-
pends on favorable freight rates, and
these are being sought. Magenite has
been found, and is manufactured into
satisfaetory pencils for arc lights, and
also has been successfully used in steel
man ufficture.
It is thought that the next urgent
deficiency toll will contain a provision
ter continuing the work.
CANADIANS AND AMERICANS
Difference in Hodes of Living and
Doing Business of the Two
Peoples.
Writing of the differ.oices . between
Canadians and Americans a corre-
spondent says: "The differences are
mostly of degree; the superb self-con-
fidence of the average American wom-
an, al she walks abroad, the licensed
obtrusiveness of children, the perpet-
ual degeneracy of conversation into
story-telling—these characteristics, are
less marked in Canada than in the
states. In fact, Canada presents as
yet a sub-American variety of civiliza-
tion, though in some ways rapidly are
sirnilating to the states. Physically
the Canadian seems to be a sturdier
stock of beef ier build, slower moving
and less nervous than the American.'
This is particularly applicable to the
women, whose move:woos and conver-
sation are quieter, and who are with-
out the hunted look le the eyes which
marks so many Americans.
"It may be that the colder climate
exercises some moderating influence,
but probably the chief explanation of
these differences lies In the fact that
bred; there are few I .rge cities, and
even the dwellers in these cities keep
up a more constant contact with coun-
try Pfe. Nowhere in Canadian cities
does one see the profusion of luxury
and waste visible in New York or Chi-
cago; though most persons seem to live
In fair comfort, there it- no class of
millionaires dominating 'society' and
making the form and pace for servile
ira'itit;on among the less wealthy
classes.
"Hunting and fishing, with their ac-
companiments of camping out, play a
large part In the national life, sport
not having degenerated Into the mere-
most Canadians are country born and
ly gambling and spectatorial habits.
Altogether the Canadian lives a health.
ful life. Even busy cities like Toronto
and Montreal conduct their business
We more quietly than cities of corre-
spoonding caliber in the United States."
Marriage Licenses Abridged.
Consul Content. of Windsor, reports
that the secretary's departmsnt of the
prevent the issuing of marriage li-
censes at frontier points in that pro's-
lace to persons from the American
side, which is a flourishing business,
particularly at Windsor. The attor-
ney general has recently handed down
an opinion that such licenses ethould
not be issued. In general the ruling
of the attorney general is that the li-
censes should not be issued to people
who are not bona tide residents of the
province, and the provincial secretary's
department will try to enforce this
ruling. License issuers and minis-
ters On the frontier will naturally suf-
fer financially, and those at Windsor
to a greater extent than others.
Greatest Floating Dock.
By the end of 1907 the port of Ham-
burg will possess the greatest floating
dock In the world. It is now under
construction at Hamburg, and is to
have an accommodation capacity of
35000 tons. Its length will be 620
feet.
*Ojos! Congress. '
A congress of medical men is soon
to be held In Parts to devise means for
putting a stop to the illegal competi-
tion of "witch doctors," bone setters,
faith healers, and every kind of medi-
cal "crank."
larger, a decrease of six per cent, being
noted for 1903. The largest number of
convictions occurred at Berlin, whore
an increase from 598 in 1902 to 645 in
:903 is shown. For producing and keep-
ing for sale and consu uptioa unwhole-
some articles of food 718 persons were
convicted in 1903, against 394 in 1902:
This large Increase is due to the effects
of the Inspection law of June 3, 1900.
In Berlin 59 persons were convicted for
violating the provisions- 44.-this-
against 29 in 1502. For knowingly vio-
lating the rules with reference to ani-
mal epidemics, especially those for the
prohibition of imports to prevent rind-
erpest, as well as th regulations to
prevent contagion in tee transportation
of animals by railroad and for the will-
ful use of articles liab to spread con-
NEW RULES OF ARITHMETIC
Queer Difilculties Encountered by
Mathematicians of a Gen-
eration Ago.
Parents who undertake to assist
their children in the preparation 01
their school lessons encounter some
queer difticulties, says the New York
Press. Long division, for instance, pre-
sents stumbling blocks that trip up tilt
wisest minds of a generation ago. ID
that benighted age youthful students oi
arithmetic were taught that in an er.
ample in long division the divisor was
placed at the left of the dividend, ths
quotient on the right, while the re-
mainder was written at the end of 01
quotient. Old fogies who have dropped
hepelessiy behind the times now at-
tempt to introduce those antiquated
methods when tutoring their offspring.,
but the youngsters scornfully correct
them.
"Oh, that isn't right," they explain
"You must put it down this way."
Then, according to present-day in-
struction, they put the quotient above
the dividend and set the remainder in
occupied by the quotient. Before these
eccentricities of modern education the
parent sits amazed and helpless, trying 
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
to prepare himself for the next ninon- TELEP
HONES:
tion, which will probably be to make
the figures upside down.
E. H. PUP EAR,
ItettAttorney 'A-Law
Rooraa 5 and 6 Register Baildkag.,






Will practice in all courts of Ken.-
tucky.
J:IC:TreitirribY — Cecil Reed
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OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOlit
LAWYER S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room, 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone tee Old Phone 4214.
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Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build-.
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the-
state. Both phones, 31.
FASHIONS IN HARNESS.
- ---
Hones of the Present Day Not
Tricked Out as in Former
Times.
Prot ably tot half a dozen horses are
comperisovel to-day as they were 20
years ago, says Country Life in Amer'.
!Z. Harness la this country then was
distinctly American In type, as was
the horse of a decade earlier, hut if
that harness, whether for gig e. car-
riage, were to be seen on the drive or
In the park to-day It would be greeted
witih supreme ridicule, although it was
then oonsithred the proper thing
Whatever may have been our opinions
then, we now know what is right. It
was only a matter of education and we
were apt sAolare. A score of years
ago the horse show descended upon
us and found us with good native
horses and poor native harness. Ii
was apparent to all beholders that
something was wrong, and when later
one or two animals were shown in
English harness the "something
wrong" was plainly understood. A
great change was needed, which was
no sooner recognized than made. nee
to-day, with the exception of the dress
of the speedway horse, the English
type of harness is used everywhere.
MOST COSTLY LEATHER.
That Made from Walrus Hide,
Which /t Takes Years
to Tan.
"We have had." sail a fleeter. "wan
sue
being worth about $500 a side, bring-
ing, as It does, $2.60 a pound.
"It takes four or five years to tan a
waleus hide of that thickness. If tht
bide is not thoroughly and perfectly
tanned the raw strip left in the middle
will turn as hard and smooth as iron
"It takes two or three years to tan
Inch thick walrus, atei ti leltber of
that thicknees calls for $1 ::5 a pentpn.
three-quarter inch walrus, bringing 7:
cents a pound by the side.
"Walrus leather Is used chiefly for
polishing purposes by manufacturing
jewelers. It is cut into discs, which
are mounted as wheels. Walrus is a
durable leather and It is especially
desirable In this use because It pol-
ishes without scratching."
Analysis.
-way, wot is a philant'ropist?"
'Well, it's like this—if I were to
swipe a quarter from ye when ye
wasn't lookin', an' den offer to give
ye a dime, if ye'd promise to buy a
toot'brush wit it, I'd be one of them
things."—Life.
The Division.
Edgar-- In winter the ice man has
my syrnpaptby.
Oscar—And the coal man your
money.—Town Topic*.
. Ti. Rvers, M. D.
Residence 296 Office 251
DR. R. E. IlfARNE
BROOKIIILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
tzo NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to to a. m., z to 3
p. in. and 7 to 9 p. m.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.





Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
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Pictures, Dielomas, Certificate..
Water and Oil Colors,
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Lithia, Hunyadi, Red Raven, Blue
Lick, Deerfield, White Rock, Deep
'Reck, Pluto, West Baden and Daw-
son.





WANTED—For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 01 and. 35; citizens of the
'Unittagsatel, kit good character and
leniperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For iniormation
-apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House. 1-)aducah, Ky.
_
FOR RENT'—Summer hotel wet;
loeatri; medieinhl 'Springs. Address
j. H. Long, Hinson Springs, Tenn.
TABLE BOARL—In private
family. No. 626 Kentucky ave. Cen-
trally located. Limited number.
frhone 1578.
rimrE FOR RENT-6 rooms
furnished, corner .21st and Broad-
way. Rest for one year $25 per
Anonth. flu:Niro 2035 Broadway.
FOR SALE—A combination horse
good form, sound and gentle. I
don's seed him do you? Phone.
• •
FOR: • SALE—Nice folding bed,
-good as new. Gas stove, etc. 820
N 6th St.
WANTED—Two thoroughly com-
petent non-union horseshoes at
'once. Steady work and best wages.
No labor trouble on. Employers As-
sociation, Tyler Bldg., Louisville.
FOR SALE-4o pure breed S. IC.
B. legliorn hens. A bargain. Must
be sold at once. Luther Hooper,
Niath and Trimble.
" 
LOST—MB, black silk band, with
seal containing initials "S. S." Suit-
able reward. S Care Register.
 :-++++++++-1-++4-16+++
-t- LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF a•
. . 4.-•••• • •••••••-•-* :-•:--:-:-:•-•:-:-/-:-:-1-44-1-4-1.4.
--The Carnegie library trustees
&eve Areided that the people residing
not-Vet three miles in the county
from the- vier, and .04ho are city tax-
"Ayers, can draw books from the
Ilbrary. geret5re only actual resi-
tfiute,of city, were Mowed to use
thik
-cants
'a class Of twenty appli-
he examined for positions
in torvicot as, clerk-4,4r¢ car-
Tic') locat Office. The ex-
arnifintions- axe 4iel4 at the post office,
and open to everybody.
nit foot of Henry Holmes
t in I machine at the Me-
'basket factory yester-
that amputation






—Part of the bone had to be re-
moved fricensf,tsy0 6ngers of the hand
of Crit iirc{tris acount of it get-
ting crushed in a machine at the
basket factory.
in Benton. -
Mr. J. C. P,rter was in Cairo yes-
terday on bus.ii,:ss.
Mr. Harry 1 ukle went to Dawson
vctetrday:tos
Mr. (george Keller has Fone to
Denver, Col., t ) visit.
'Miss Eva Ga.nes of Grahanvville is
visiting Mrs. Lte Hite.
M. Orin )111 went to Giiberts-
vine yesterday on business.
Rev. T. Newell will return to-
morrow from Jackson. Tenn.
MS+ 'Mae Davis is horn-e from
visiting in Memphis, Tenn.
11.---Glover,---wife- -and ohild
of Cairo, are visiting in the city.
Miss Tillie 0 -htschlaeger goes to
Owensboro tor, -rrow for a visit.
Mir. and Mr V. Green
have gone to L' City, Tenn., to
visit.
Mrs. Oharles Stevens and child
'have returned from visiting in 'May-
field.
(Mr. Herbert C. Hoover went
Huntingdon, Tenn., Yesterday on
business.
MT. Moses Schwab has returned
from a drumming trip for Dryfuss &
Weil.
Mr.- Eugene Bryan has returned
from a several months' stay in Lou-
isville.
M1iss Mary Coombs of Mayfield, is
Mis Carolyne Ham of North
Sixth.
"disses Pearl and Eva Hicks of
Mayfield are visiting their aunt, Mrs.
J. 0. Perry.
MTS. M. J. Dunn of Metropolis is
visiting he/4 son, Mk. M. S. Dunn of
South Sixth.
Mils Mabel Shelton has gone to
Henderson to attend the commence-
ment exercises.
Miss Eloise Bradshaw goes to
'Mittens. Ga.. today to viot Mrs. Sam-
uel W. White.
Mrs. C. C. Haynes of Cairo has re-
turned home after visiting Mrs.
Frank Ph 'Mpg; s
lib- Clarence'. Milan is here from
Philadelphia„ where he is study
hg dentistry.
F.rigineer 'Porn McGuire of the I.
C. is confined at his home on ac-
count of Hines.
Mts. Cora Woods and daughter,
Miss Floy, have rettninedi from visit-
ing in Mayfield.
Mies. Dr. Phil Ctevrart
Cincinnati to visit her
Emory Hobson.
Mrs. A. H. McNeely
Geraldine of Marion,
Mrs. Devert Rudolph.
Miss Ada Smith of North
has returned from visiting
toon and Duquoin. I.
Mr. M. D. Morton of New Or-
leans. is visiting his aura, Miss Ludie
Hubbard of Norton street.
Mks. B. H. Scott and daughter,
Miss Julia, have returned from Nash-
ville and Clarksville, Tenn.
Miss Ada Smith of Aurora. Id.,
tomorrow goes home after visiting
her sister, Mres. George Runge
Mr- Jacob Freundlich and wife
have gone to Evansville. Ind to at-
tend the marriage of their niece.
Mrs. Ida Niehaus Smith yesterday
/morning went to Spring Station, Ky.,
to visit her aunt, Mrs. Alexander.
Mr. Eddie Gilligan, the base ball
player, has gone to Piqua, Ohio, on
account of time illness of his wife.
Mks. Clint Wilcox and child of
Me. Vernon, Ind.. arrived yesterday
to visit the family of Mr. W. M.
Jones.
Miss Philippe Hughes has returned
from New York and Washington;
she attended school at the latter
place.
Mrs. J. A Bettis and Miss Roxie
Gilliam of Wingo. Ky.. are visiting
time family of Mr. S S Faker of Lin-
riven avenue
Miss Laura Joribe and Mr. Emmett
Nance of Jackson, Tenn., have re-
turned Isonw after visiting Miss Lil-
lie Mae Winstead.
Miss Alma Ferriman Kopf of 321
Jackson street has gone to Olney,
IN., she having been chosen the
queen of the Egyptian Hustlers.
Engineer J. G. Beeler of the I. C.
has returned from Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. w ere e was ca •
ilness of his father who was left
much improved.
Mr. Arch Trawick of Nashville,
Tenn., has gone home, after visiting
his wife arlio is the guest of her
parents, Captain and Mrs. Thomac
Herndon of Washington street.
Mr. Charles W. Collie, the insur-
ance man of Louisville, is in the city.
President A.ff G. Rhodles, of the
chain of Rhodes-Burf0krd stores, of
Atlanta, Ga., is visiting his local man-
ager, Mr. aHery C. Rhodes.
*Mr. Isaac T. Rhea and wife of
Nashville, Tenn., are at The Palmer
'having come to attend the Koger-
Blythe wedding.





GANCE of style, we can
Supply your, demand.
Our line is the largest in
Paducah. We have a
leader for a dollar, suit-
able for family use,
'which is an exception-
ally good bargain.
R. W. W LKER & CO.,
INCORPORATED.













PERSONAL NOTES. NOT BE ELECTEDi• +
(Continued From First Page.)
the white graduates hold their com-MI** Lena 'fall is visiting relatives
mencement ceremonies, while Fridai
evening the Paducah Alumni Associa-
tion tenders to the of thisgraduates
year, their swell reception at
Eagles' home on Sixth and Broad-
way.
Fr:day evening at The Kentucky




Supt. Samuel Billington of the
county public schools announces that
his next examinations of people will
be June 15th and Loth at his office
in the county courthouse, for white
Sty' son, who PI now twenty-twopeopte;-and the In-nov-41i Friday lad prows of age, when he was four monthsSaturday for colored people, and the! aid berm to have eczema on his face,Saturday for colored people. At these spreading quite rapidly until he was
meetings he examines whoever ap-1 nearly covered. We had all the doctors
WORST ECZEMA
DOCTORS EVER SAW
Spread Rapidly Over Body— Lied*
and Arms Had to Be Bandaged
and Scalp Looked Dreadful —
Suftred Untold Misery for Three
Years—Better in Two Months
plies, to see whether they are suffi-
ciently educated to be granted cer-
tificates entitling them to teach in the
public schools in case they are em-
ployed. He holds these examinations
monthly during May to select from
in case a shortage exists in the edu-
cating corps.
The superintendent will shortly set
the date for the examinations to be
held of parties desiring to apply for
the free scholarship in the state
college from this county Each
county the state over is
entitled to one free scholarship each
year, and this scholarship is given
the applicant making the best of the
required percentages.
There are always quite a number
applying for this cholarship, and Mr.
Eillington expects to hold the ex





TAKES POSITION AT THE
PALMER.
Mr. Richard _Ashbrook has taken
the position of assistant day clerk a:
The Palmer hotel, the business of the
hostelry increasing so that extra
clerical services are necessary.
He is an old hotel man thoroughly
conversant with the business,, having
clerked at The Palmer soya* bnuars
ago, and then been coninteind 'with
the largest hotels in Cincinnati and
other points.
Elect Officers.
The "Louis W. Henneberger Co."
stockholders will hold a meeting
within a night or two, and elect their
officers. This is the newly organ-
concern that buys out the re-
tali departmcnt of the Scott Hard-
ware company and takes charge
next Monday. The ney firm will
use the first and second floors of the
building on Broadway, while Scott
continues using the third and fourth
stories for his wholesale business.
Nearly Finished.
The excavations for the roo.000
gallon reservoir at the Mergenthaler-
Horton basket factory- are nearly
completed requiring Contractor
George Weikel only a few more days
to complete the undertaking. The
reservoir is for use with the private
nprinkling system being installed by
this mammoth concern.
Captain Finnie and his superintend-
ent, Captain J. K. P. McCarthy, left
last night for Vicksburg, Miss , on
business connected with a deal the
former has on to sell his dry docks
plant that now lies at Mechanicsburg.
If he does not sell the plant he will
possibly move them to Vicksburg,
which is a better field.
The Fred Hartweg has passed up
hound for Cincinati -frith a tow of
timber.
Captain Edward Beard is here visit-
MARVELOUS CURE BY
CUTICURA REMEDIES
around us and some from larger places,
but no one helped him a particle.
The eczema was something terrible,
and the doctors said it was the worst
mile they ever saw. At times his whole
body arid face were covered, all but his
feet. I had to bandage his limbs and
arms, his scalp was just dreadful. I
used many kinds of patent medicines
before trying the Cutioura Remedies.—
all to no avail.
"A friend teased me to try Cuticura.
At last I consented, when my boy
was three years and four months
old, having had enema ail that time,
and suffering untold misery. I began to
use all three of the Cutieura Remedies;
the Cuticura Soap helped as well as
the Ointment. He was better in two
months; in six menthe he was well;
but I gave him the Cuticura Resolvent
one year,— using twelve bottles, I
think, —and always used the Cuticura
Soap for bathing, and do now a good
deaL He was four years old before
he was well, and his skin became per-
fectly fair when cured. I give you per-
always to do good when I can. I
mission 
glad 
this letter for I am
think 1 have told you all there is neces-
sary to telL" Mn. It. I. Risley,
Oct. 24, 1905. Piermont, N. H.
°mod. sigma sod Tollorool Trostemat Pair imiry
Holm" from Pfooks to imsimli,Momme Intimacy _it Mo.
commdmi6,4 Ovadomoilloop. Oaf _OtoOmmot. Ormo
beftgalrellieCisre
mil odor





and one Diamond Stud; retorn to
Register business office and receive
reward of one hundred dollars. No
questions asked.
Dissolution of Partnership May 15.
By mutual agreement the firm
known as the Frank Chesterfield
Lumber Co., doing a general timber
and lumber business, has this day
bcen dissolved. The Ben T. Frank
& Co., takes all interest and will
hereafter operate the busincss, Will
Chesterfield retiring from the same.
Respectfully,
THE FRANK CH ESTERFI ELDCO
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and gets out immed-
U•tely on her return that way.
The John S. Hopkins went to









ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
cf five or over 1.1.5o each, without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
farther particulars sec
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent,.




All Klndp Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STORE ON THE MARKET for Monumental andBuilding purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John. S. Porteous Marble, Granite
• - and Stone Works.t\Tit LE AGENT, 'fog TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
BALI)WIN PIANO
entifically Constructed and
A...of the Highc„i Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.













We offer a fine selection of dainty books in white bindings, of classic
favorites in leather bindings, of beautiful gift books for gig!, or boys,
Fenwick's Career, by Mrs. Humphrey Ward.
Lady Baltimore, by Owen Winter.
Cowardice Court, by McCutchen.
Are especially suitable for graduates.
If you do not wish to give books, look over our line of fine Sta-
tionary and box papers from 35c as 7 5c.
Harbour's Book Department.
Williams
Will Sell You a Bicycle
On Easy Payments.
REASONS why you should
Ride a Bicycle:
It is healAy
It is always ready for use
pleittere
it will litot get sick or di*
-It will save you car fare
It will take you home to lunch
'It will save you a doctor bill
The City of Savannah passed out
of the Tennessee river yesterday en
route to St. Louis.
The James Lee yesterday arrived
prom Memphis to go on the marine
ways for repairs.
This afternoon at 5 o'clock the
steamer Clyde gets out for the Ten-
















The "Tribune," "Rambler," "Mon-
arch," "Imperial" and "Colonial" Bi-
cycles are the best that can be pro-
duced. $15 U.
See our stock of Second Hand
bicycles.
Cheapest ltorliti Mt lowsT ii,-Bdis-,--Thamps, Saddles. see. Rot--
member the place.
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
za6 and is8 North Fifth Street. Neat to Kentucky Theatre. tr
You will have to buy more CO season. Why not buy
TREWAER COAL
So you will know where to get the B s.T COAL for NEXT WINTER?





nest Kentucky Coal Co.
